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SHARED VISION AND STAFF SELECTION

John E. Roueche
Last spring I was addressing a community college

fact that community college faculty members may

conference on the need for community colleges to
provide both more structure and support for students

consider themselves more closely related to a group (or

enrolling in an open-entry institution. I was also empha-

community college family of which they are actually
members. In the 1970s, Medsker and Tillery found that

sizing that community college students require more

college) to which they aspire to belong than to the

dinection and assistance than any other group of learners
in the history of higher education.
At the end of my remarks, a professor in the audience

almost 45 percent of community college faculty

stood to make the following comment, "I have major

true in the 1980s, the fact that so many community

problems with any college's being open to all! I believe
that open admissions destnws the quality and integrity
of the American public school system. I don't think we
should take students who have failed to perform at high
levels of quality in earlier educational experiences. I
definitely do not believe colleges should be in the business of offering developmental or basic skills work, and,

college faculty members would prefer to be elsewhere
raises a major question as to the institutional commitnwnt present in American community colleges.
Certain aspects of the phenomena are understandable from a perspective of history. Many faculty
members who aspired to four-year college or university
roles took positions in open-door colleges believing that
some experience in a collegiate setting would qualify
them later for a faculty slot at a senior institution. Thom,

most of all, I resent the implication that fatuity have
some responsibility for teaching such students anything
more than the content of their disciplines. I am not here

to mother or handhold these adults. If they haven't
learned to be responsible at this point in their lives, I
doubt that my impact will affect them much."
After listening to this professor. I asked the question,
"Can you tell me or this audience why you are working
in an open-door community college? It is obvious that

you do not agree with the values that undergird the
community colleges. You an.. not in sympathy with the

students who enroll in open-access institutions; you
don't agree with the mission, the curriculum. or the role
of instruction in providing success for such students; and
I can't imagine anything more troublesome to a profes-

members preferred to be employed at a fou r-year college

or university. Assuming that these preferences remain

are still significant numbers of community college
faculty who would simply prefer to be teaching in more
prestigious institutions.
What is important at this point in the history of the
community college movement is the realization that 30
to 50 percent of current faculty and staff will be retiring
over the next decade. It is becoming increasingly critical
for community colleges to identify prospective faculty
members whose values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors

are truly congruent with the focus and mission of the
open-door college. It makes little sense ever to hire

individuals into an organization who are in basic
disagreement with its purposes.

sional than being in an institution where you totally
disagree with the college's function."

Shared Vision

I continued, "Why don't you look around for a
teaching position in a college whose values and mission

In our recent study of transformational leadership in

are congruent with your own? You obviously are not
enjoying the assignment you now have, and surely your
colleagues and students are cognizant of your displeas-

American community colleges (Roueche, Baker, and
Rose, 1989), one attribute identified with exceptional

ure. Do yourself and Your college a big favor and find an
institution whose values are congruent with your own."

Historical Faculty Preferences
This story should not be surprising to those knowledgeable about faculty and staff in American community colleges. In 19t)0, Lee Medsker called attention to the

leaders was the quality of "shared vision." Shamd vision
is much more than a CEO's ha ving clarity around vision,
scope, or mission. Shared vision means that faculty and
staff in the college not only understand the vision of the
president or chancellor but also share in that vision, are
excited by it, and most important, are truly committed to

the visionpersonally and professionally.
Community colleges must move quickly to identify
those personal and professional values they seek in all

Pithikhetf fn, the t eaft)e for Ir no at con ;n the Communtt College and the Cornmlinit!. College I varlet-410 Program.
Univer'.it of Teta., at ALM in ith .4upport from the WK Kellogg Foundation.

employees. Quality corporations are value-driven and
seek to employ only those employees whose values are
co.nsistent with theirs. Similarly, community colleges
need to bring as much care and fidelity to the hiring of

part-time faculty as they do to the recruitment and

faculty in such a program. Only in colleges and universities are employees hired, provided with no orientation

or training, and turned loose in classrooms to teach.

Community colleges need to develop viable and

selection of full-time staff. in fact, in many institutions,

challenging programs of orientation and training for all
new employees (not just faculty) so that they can repre-

the bulk of the instructional load is borne by part-

sent their institutions and their communities at high

timers--most of whom have not been carefully scrutinized or evaluated prior to the first meetings of their
assigned classes.

levels of performance the first day they begin work. A
number of community colleges now have this requirement. In the province of Ontario, all new community
college faculty are required to complete a two-week

Improving Faculty Selection
The following recommendations represent key first
steps that the leadership of community colleges should
take to improve faculty selection.
First, no faculty member should be hired to teach in
a commuitity college before the individual is observed
teaching an actual class. In the Department of Educa-

tional Administratitm at The University of Texas at
Austin, all applicants are required to teach a class before
the department's faculty and students, including applicants for part-time positions. Similarly, community
colleges should require all teaching applicants to teach a
three-hour class to give members of the search committee ample time to see how well a prospective instructor

can keep students involved and excited for that verv
challenging three-hour instructional period. This
should be a requirement for all instructors, both full and
part-time. While it would be difficult to assess the
teaching skills of a part-time faculty member hired in an
emergency situation to teach a class, that faculty member

should subsequently be required to demonstrate his
or her teaching skills before being rehired to teach
additional classes.
The purpose of requiring an applicant to teach is to
ascertain the human ansi motivational skills (the craft of
teaching) the individual possesses prior to an employ-

nwnt decision. Credentials and degrees earned have
little to do with the excitement and magic that a teaching

applicant can bring into a classroom. The role of the
teacher in motivating students mar not be so critical in a
university setting, but research indicates that motivation

is the critical variable that separates successful from
unsuccessful faculty in community colleges. Any
observer of an applicant can ascertain if the prospective
faculty member I ) is truly excited about his or her discipline.;

2) is interested in learning something about

students as a prelude to introducing the subject matter to
t he class; 3) is proactive in building student involvement
in the actual activities of the class or lab; and 4) is friendly,
alive, alert, and positive. Community colleges must look
for human-centered individuals who take as much pride
in helping students grow and develop as they do in their
mastery of subject matter or discipline.
Second, all successful teaching applicants should be

required to complete a one to two-week prowam of
orientation, sodalization, acculturation, and training.
Again, the goal should be to include all full and part-time

`i
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training session during the summer before the fall
semester commences. The Ministry of Education
provides the funds for these sessions, and faculty
members from colleges all over the province attend with
experienced staff development 7rofessionals and master
teachers,
At Miami-Dade Community College, new faculty
members are expected to complete two gradua te courses
offered by the University of Miami. These courses focus
on the mission, role, and scope of the community college;

provide an overview of students, curriculum, and
modes of instruction; and emphasize actual classroom

teaching and the role of the instructor in classroom
research. The courses have been developed in close
collaboration and cooperation with Miami-Dade staff

and faculty, who also participate in teaching these
course's. The point is that the community college is
helping design a learning experience for all new faculty

members to insure their teaching proficiency in the
classroom,

Community colleges require masterful teachers in
their classrooms. They can ill afford to hire individuals
whose values and attitudes are not consistent with the
needs of their students and communities. It require.

little or no new budget allocation to spend the time
necessary to make sure that applicants can, in fact, teach
and have genuine interest in students. The modest costs
of developing exemplary training programs for all new

employees are more than offset by tangible gains in
productivity. These two recommendations wilt serve
community colleges well in attracting a cadre of new

faculty members who can help to imorove on the
promise of the open door.
John L, Roueche is Professor and Director of the Community College Leadership Program, The Unizrrsity of Texas at
Aust in , where he holds the Sid W. Richardson Regents Chair.
Recipient of the 1988 B. Lamar Johnson Award for Leadership
in Innovation front the League for Innovation in the Commu-

nity College, his latest study. Shared Vision: Transformatitmal 1-eadership in the Community Colkse (with George A.
Baker In and Robert Rose),will he published in early 7989 by
the Community College Press. 1-k is also co-director of the
W. K. Kellogg Leadership Project of which Leadership
Abstracts is a part.
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SYMBOLISM AND PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP

William G. Tierney
College presidents are regularly reminded of the
importance of the symbolic roles that they fill as the
heads of their organizations. However, the symbolic

data from a five-year longitudinal stud y of college and
university kadership conducted by the National Center

dimensions of leadership are complex, and little practical advice has been offered w assist college presidents to

examined. Interviews with a national sample of thirty-

for Postsecondary Governance and Finance were

two presidents were conducted by a research team
during the l986-87 academic year using a common
protocol. Of the thirty-two, eight each headed major

use and manage symbols effectively as leaders. This
abstract attempts to shed light on the nature of symbols
and their relationship to leadership and to analyze the
perceptions of college presidents regarding their own
use ot symbols in performing their leadership tasks.

research universities, public four-year colleges,

independent colleges, and community colleges; sixteen

were new (with tenures of three years or less), and
sixteen were old (with tenures greater than five years).

Analysis of the interview data identified six

Leadership and Symbolism

categories of syinbols that the presidents reported using.

Symbols are not simply vehicles in which meaning

residesa tabernacle which holds institutional beliefs.
Rather, symbols are strategies for understanding and
acting in the organizational world. Symbols help participants make sense of their organizations. Clearly, widely

told organizational myths and elaborate rituals are
symbolic, vet symbolism pervades the ordinary and
minute activities of organizational life. Individuals
attach significance' to any number of phenomena, but it
is in the context of an organization that symbols acquire
shared meaning.
Symbols exist within an organization whether o: not

organizational participants are aware of them. They
exist wherever human activity occurs; they reside in
actions, events, language, dress, ceremonies, and structural roles in an organization. Therefore, it is necessary
to understand the context in which symbols function and
the ways in which leaders use them to create and interpret their organizations.
Leaders are the primary transmitters of symbols in
an organization. The symbolic role of a college president
allows him or her to communicate a vision of the college
that others are unlikely to be able to communicate.
lowever, leaders are not entirely free to define what
is and is not symbolic. Nor can they control the interpretation that others make of their symbols. Merely because
a college president intends an open door to signify open

communication does not guarantee that faculty will
intetrret the sign in that way. As well, presidents inherit
the histories and cultures of their colleges, and these help
determine the parameters of their use of symbols.

Categories of Symbols Used by Presidents
In order to determine how ',residents perceived of
their use of symbols in their leadership roles, interview

Interestingly, there were no significant differences in
presidential perceptions and use of symbols by type of
institution or tenure in position.
Metaphorical. The presidents provided metaphors,
or figures of speech, for themselves, their institutions,

and their activities. One spoke of a "team," "shared
valuo ," and "community." Another spoke of "glue"
that ! ielps the college "stick together.' Still another
spoke of organizational participants as "troops." Others
used metaphors for themselves that included "football
coach," "counselor," and "orchestra conductor."
Presidents perceive of themselves as leaders with
multiple roles, but by using particular metaphors, they
provide simplified images for their leadership and their
organizations. However, the success or failure of a

metaphor as a strategy depends upon how well the

metaphor fits the organizational culture. A faculty that
s.es itself as an academy of scholars mar rebel at the idea
that they are troops being led by a general.
Physical. Physi.-ll symbols refer to objects that are
meant to mean something other than what they are. New
libraries, a faculty club, school ties and pins, and a host

of artifacts are designed by presidents as symbolic

representations to various constituencies. One president
reported using the acquisition of personal computers for
each faculty member to make a statement "that we are
changing teaching here;" the purpose was not so much
to give PCs to the faculty but to make that statement.
Communicative. Communicative symbols include
not only oral discourse, but also the range of written and

non-verbal cor aunications strategies that presidents

use. The presidents reFvrted attending meetings,

rubbing elbows with students or faculty, calling faculty
by their first names, entertaining constituents in their

homes, and sending birthday cards to communicate
various messages.
I
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Structural. Symbolic structures are those institutional structure's and prtvesses that signify more than
who reports to whom. Of the categories of symbols
discussed in this paper, it was the structural form that
most distinguished new presidents from old ones. New

2. Symbols Must Be Consistent with Organizational
Culture. The culture of an organization is created by its
history, the orientations and perceptions of its participants, and its environment, lt is a dynamic in which a

presidents were more likely to embracedecision-making
structures as symbolic of change; they set up or reinvigorated councils, established task forces, and reorganized

mtended. Thus, d issonance can occur even it a president
corroborates his or her symbols but uses symbols that are
inconsistent with the culture of the institution.

imprimaturs on their institutions. While the mechanisms themselves may produce change, their principal

concern for faculty and structurally reorganize the

administrative structures to place their distinctive
intent were as symbols of change.
Personification. Symbolic personification refers to a
leader's intent to represent a message with an individual

or group. Appointing a student to the administrative
ctnincil can be a symbol of caring about and involving
students. One president. feeling the need to emphasize
teaching, appointed three deans and a vice president

leader's symbols may or may not be interpreted as

A new president may want to symbolize care and

decision-making process to make it more participative
through the use of councils and committees. I lowever,
the strategy may tail if the president ignores the fact that
the organizational culture has relied for a generation on
presidential informality and one-on-one conversations
with faculty.
Leaders need to understand the internal d ynamics at

work in their institutions and use symbols that are

with strong teaching credentials.
The presidents also saw themselves as symbols of
the institution. Their willingness to meet the public was
the' most tangible example of symbolic personification:
the president is the college.
Ideational. Ideas as symbols refer to the images that
presidents convey about the missions and purposes of
their institutions. Thes, images are symbolic represen-

consistent with their cultures. The challenge is not only
to search for contradictions in symbolic forms hut also to
understand !low symbols relate to established culture,
3. A Variety of Symbolic Forms Should Be Used.

tations of institutional values, and what a president

rely on the' symbolic content of a single convocation

perceives to be of value is often what the institution will
try to achieve. Particularly in community colleges with

speech every year, a president will benefit from empkwing a variety of consistent symbols.

1.eaders, not unlike most individuals, are intuitively
aware that particular objects OT activities are highly
imbued with symbolism. Yet, a wide array of symbols
are a va i la b le to be used to lead effectively. Rather than

multiple missions, what a president emphasizes conveys to constituents the primary goals of the institution.
lowever, ideational symbols are the most difficult
to interpret, especially when the sy mbol is d vorced from
a tangible context. Ideas that presidents perceive to be

important may appear to be no more than rhetoric to
constituents unable to interpret the symbols.

All acts within an organization are open to interpretation; virtually everything a k'ader does or says (or does
not do or say) is capable of symbolic interpretation. To

acknowledge the pervasiveness of symbols does not
imply that a leader has little control over an organization

that interprets messages the way it wants. Instead, a
central challenge for the leader is to interpret the culture

of the organization and to draw upon all available

Strategies for Using Symbols
The study of the symbolic dimension of leadership
suggests three strategies for college presidents seeking
to use and manage symbols effectively as leaders:
1. Symbols Demand Corroboration. The interviews

revealed several contradictions between what presidents intended as symbols and how they acted. One
president espoused visibility, yet met formally with
faculty only once a year. One's ideational symbol was
"excelience," but identifk-d institutional surYival as the

top priority. Another cited the creation of a faculty
council as a structural symbol, yet created no formal
mechanism for meeting with the faculty. Still another
tried to communicate symbolically that open, frank

discussion was critically important, but at the same time
demanded extraordinary loyalty.
All individuals demonstrate discrepancies between
what they say and do, and these do not imply the intent
to deceive constituents. Instead, leaders must be aware

of how symbolic forms can contradict one another.
Leaders must demonstrate consistency and corroborate
their symbols by word and deed.

symbolic forms to assist participants to make sense of
organizational activitiesand to lead effectively.

This study was pertormed with a grant froni the
mice ot Educational Research and Improvement ot the
V. S. Department of Education. However, the. opinions
expressed in this abstract do not necessarily reflect the

opinions or policies of OERI or the Deportment of
Education, and no endorsement of these opinions is
intended or implied.
William C. Tierney is assistant professor and research

associate, Center for the Study of l-Nher Education,
Pennsylvania State University. A comp)ete report of the
study referenced in this abstract is available front the
Institutional Leadership Project, National Center for
Postsecondary Governanceand Finance, 4114 CSS
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742. Fuller
treatment of this material also appears in an upcoming issue of
Review of Higher Educatim,
Volume 2, numl7er 2

January 1989
Dori Doucette editor
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COPING WITH SECTION 89
Glen Gabert
Section 84 of the Ta Reform Act of NS() (

..

44(-514)

May significantly alter how many community colleges
do business. Not only does the law affect the war
colleges pay and provide benefits to their empkwees, it
indirectly affects their employment of part-time staff.
Since Many wmmunity colleges rely on large numbers
of adjunct faculty, the act affects education in .avs not
envisioned by Congress. Communitv college presidents
need a general understanding of the law, its implications
for their organizations, and the alternatives available for
compliance. Despite efforts to get its effective date
postponed or its provisions repealed, Section SL) became
effective on January 1 ot this year.

Purposes of the Law
The Tax Reform Act ot I 4St, is an attempt to establish

stria risks for the uniform, cimsisteni, and nondiscriminatory treatment of all emplt wee benefits by allowing
their e%clusion from taxable income only if they are
provided to a broad cross-section of employees. Traditionally, most employee bowtits have been tax ewmpt.
For example, an employee has not been r....quired to
declare the premiums a college pays for his or her health
insurance as taxable earnings. This has generally been
true even when all the employees of a college do not get
the sanw level of coverage, for instance, when health
insurance premiums are paid only for the families of
upper-level administrators but not for other employees.
In addition to the explicitly stated purposes of the
law, Section 89 may have other public policy outcomes,
The law may have the effect of increasing the number of
persons receiving employer-paid coverage. It may tend

to decrease both the number of uninsured and those
totally dependent on public health facilities, as well as to
lessen pressure on the Social Security System and public
welfare programs. It may also generate tax revenue.
However, these outcomes are not those directly related
to the effect of the law on higher education.

The Law in a Nutshell
At the risk of oversimplifying, the law stipulates that

a benefit is discriminatory if it favors highly paid
ruhlyshed 1)

employees over non-highly paid; and the measure of this
is the proportion of empkwees in each category.
Benefits include at least group term life, accident,

and health plans; but they may also include tuition
programs, employee discounts, free services, or meals at
college-operated eating facilities. Flex benefit or
"cafeteria" programs complicate the applk-ation of the
legal tests. So does the existence of more than one
collective bargaining group at a college.
For the purposes of the law, a highly paid employee
in P-044,1 may be any individual making $75,0(X/ annually
or anyone Making $54,4SO %yho is in the top compensated

twenty percent of the work force or an "officer" of the
college. The law requires that many types of part-time
workers be considered as well as full-time employees in
calculations. For the purpose of applying the nondiscrimination formulae, the law establishes a seventeen
and one-half hour work week as the threshold. (Some
have confused this provision to mean that colleges must
provide benefits to part-time workers That is not the
case; however, benefits for part-timers Mar be one of
several options available for passing the legal tests.'
Because of the complexity of their work forces and
because of the common practice to rely heavily on parttime faculty and staff, many community colleges will fail

the legal tests for benefits nondiscrimination. In addition many comnumity colleges will have faculty as well
as ad ministrators i.vho qua lify as "highly compensated."

Besides nondiscrimination requirements, there are also
regulations for written documentation and notification
for each benefit plan. In short, presidents and hoards
cannot conclude that they comply with this law simply

because everyone gets the same benefits or because
part-time employees get health insurance.

An unusual feature of this law is that failure to
comply may result in significant penalties for both the
college as employer and its empkwees. The col lege must

report any discriminatory benefit it provides to highly
compensated employees and par penalties that may not
be offset by any tax credits or deductions. Also, any
highly paid employee who receives a discriminatory
benefit in excess of the level provided to the non-highly
compensated is subject to tax on that excess benefit as if
it were income. This may include claims paid as well as

tht j udgue tot intimat um in the CcIthrnurlit College and the Communtt% College Leader.,hip Program.
Univers4 of Teas at Austin with support from the WK. Keifrvg Foundation. 7:

premiums. For instance, a dean receiving faniily medical
coverage determined to be discriminatory may be liable
for taxes on the college-paid premium. In thecase where
the college fails even to meet requirements of written

documentation and notification of benefits, the dean
might also be liable for taxes on the dollar value of the
medical expenses he or she is reimbursed. The penalty
is imposed on worker as well as employer.
Realistically, the law cannot ignored. There mar be
good reasons for a college to be in noncompliance, but

this should be the result of analysis and deliberate
choke.

Complying on Campus
Understanding that Section fiLf of the Tax Retorm Act

ot liStl is both serious and applicable, a president must
make. two immediate decisions. First, the stall member
responsible tor coordinating the data collection necessary tor legal testing and administering the college's
ongoing compliance must be identified. The president

must then decide to what extent, if anvin external
ctmsultant should be retained to assist with the data
collection and testing, to RA' itIV Current belief it plans, to

develop cornplia nee strategies, and to prepare written
documents tor each plan that meet new standard,. .rh4
ot the college, the depth of technical Stitt, and Ihe
complexity of compensation programs will be i mpi 'ant
considerations %Olen determining whether to do e, crything in-ht +Use or to
outside for services.
Set lion st4 has been a bonaiva tor !awe yrs act ountants,and eonsultants. The law is new and its pi 'visions
tar trom clear, as Ot this writing. IRS guidelines have not
Yet been issued. It external expertise is to be purcha wd,
it is w ise to a vt )id any( me w it h pat answers (they are lust

not ilOssible vet) and It ,i)1. instead to someone with
spet ific experience dealMg with compensation and
benefits.

employees affected, hut giving senior faculty and
administrators a special pay increase is not without
politkal peril locally.
Should the college simply eliminate any part of
a benefit plan determined to be discriminatory? While
3.

this is the least costly approach (unless salaries are
"grossed up" to compensate for the benefit taken away),

it certainly will not result in high morale among the
management team or senior faculty.
4. Should benefits plans be made more inclusive to
make them compliant? That is, should the number of
employees eligible for benefits be expanded to a point
where the plan is no longer discriminators'? This
approach is possibly the simplest and will make' more
employees happy. I- iowever, increasing the number
covered not only adds to premiums and administrative
costs, it also extends the college's risk exposure. In the
long run this decision may be the most costly.
5. Should the work force he restructured to fit into
categoric's that better meet compliance? For instance,
should regular part-time workers be restricted to less
than seventeen and t me- ha I t hours or she mld the number

ot full-time staff bt. increased while.' the number ot parttimers is decreased? Such stalling decisions obviously
have tar reaching impact on the college's entire orga n iiat ional structure.
appl y to each
The provisions ol Sect ion
community colkge whenever its employee benefits
plans are. up tin' annual renew al in I tnit)---- tt,r most at the

end ot the spring semester or the beginning of the tall
term. Some consultants believe that any employer eyho
t an show good faith eftorts in 1084 would nt It he subiect
tull penalties for ntmeomplionee, and excess benefits
do not have to be reported until V-2 forms are issued in
lanuary ItoL41.

The law will cost most community college's mime\
It mar m hange the way "Amu, do business. There is still
.

Atter dee id i ng w hi m ill be respimsible tor what, the

time (but not much) tor each president to analvie and

president must then turn to some harder policy issues.
Nt me' of t besc are simple, and each will ha e a political

make well-informed policy decisit mns at% m t how compli-

as even as dollar cost,

does not seem to have understood the effect of this

I.

It it

is determined that some ot the college's

benefits are discriminatory, should the college deliberately decide to be in noncompliance, and do nothing?

ance. will be accomplished on campus. Since Congress
legislation on community college education, presidents
should report to their senators and representatiy,s the
full impact ot this lawonce it has bevn determined.

This would mean t he t 441ege would have to pay some tax

penalties and so would some kev or highly paid employees. It would also allow the college to continue its plans

unchanged without extending benefits to employee
categories not currently included, such as part-timers.
2. Should the college go ahead and be in noncompliance but raise the salaries of highly paid employees f.o
offset the added personal taxes? This practice is referred
to as "grossing up." lt would eliminate a problem for the
Don Doti< ette editor

,Thirrqtrp AtIcitatt,;

Oen Githert is Dean for Nanning and institutional
Advanconent lohnson CAM 11 ft/ Community College,
Overland Park, Kansas. Ile is an alumnus of the 1988
Executive Leadership Institifte conducted by the League for
Innoratiim in the Community College as part of a grant from
the V. K. Keltou Foundation.
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MBO REVISITED

Edward J. Liston
Calls for accountability from state legislatures,
accrediting agencies, and other external constituencies are not likely to abate. Community colleges
will continue to be challenged to demonstrate their
effectiveness in performing the missions that
society has set for them,
Community colleges have responded to these

calls for accountability in various ways, and the
term "institutional effectiveness" has provided an
umbrella tor a host of activities aimed at document-

ing student outcomes. I iowever, in this rush to
respond with new management systems, college's
have apparently overlooked a not-so-new system
that might be particularly suited both to the task at

the process of detailing good objectives than with
carrying them out. It may also be that for community college's, the l%Os was a time of explosive
growth more suited to action and building than to

detail and micromanagement. Perhaps the fatal
flaw of previous attempts to implement M 130 was
the prevailing concern that, once written, the huge

documents containing painstakingly written
objectives were filed away and never used.
1 lowever, MBO might be more suited for the
current environment, particularly as it emphasize's
measurement and accountability. It appears that

the best elements of the system can be applied

hand and the culture of most modern institutions of

successfully to meet the recent challenge's posed by
the institutional effectiveness movement.

higher education. That is, community colleges
might benefit by taking another look at M BO.

A Successful Application of MBO

Revisiting MBO

Managenwnt by objectives (MHO) was first
introduced by Peter Drucker in l954. It was popularized in government, and then in other types of
organizatLns in the l%Os, only to he rejected as
overly cumbersome.
As originally conceived, MBO was a philoso-

plw and system of management which emphasized the setting of agreed upon and measurable
objectives and the use of these objectives to evaluate performance. In addition to setting clearly

defined goals whose accomplishment could be
determined using objective yardsticks, management by objectives could also result in improved
communication by requiring supervisors and
employees to discuss and agree on performance
objectives. It also encouraged a more participative,
team approach to management.
Most accounts of the decline of MBO point to

the perception that writing careful objectives
became a time-consuming effort, created a mountain of paperwork, and was more concerned with

The Community College of Rhode Island has
adopted a management practice that includes the
most positive elements of the MBO system. The
annual President's Managenwnt Letter is a classic
M BO exercise, even though it is never referred to in
those terms.

The President's Management Letter is submitted annually to the Rhode Island Board of Governors for I ligher Education, the college's governing
board, The practice was initiated nearly a decade

ago when Frank Newman, then president of the
University of Rhode Island, submitted an unsolicited confidential report to the board on what he
perceived as the strengths and weaknesses of the
university. The following yea r, the presidents of all
three public postsecondary institutions in the state
received a memorandum from the Office of I iigher

Education containing due dates for the annual
"management letter." President New- .aan's confidential report was thus institutior .azed.
In the early years the
was developed
primarily by the president, with input as needed
from various key administrators. It was submitted

if
Pubb,hed t-A he I vague tor Innosat on in the Comrnunit College and the Communit% College 1 eademhio Program.

University of Texas at Austin with support from the WI( KelIngg Foundation.

to the board but was not generally shared with the
college community. Later, the process of developing the letter was expanded to include most college
constituencies and the format was standardized.
The "letter has become a major doeument, and its
development the principal planning pi. xess for the
college.

Components of the Letter

throughout the college.
The letter is distributed to dea ns, d i rectors, a nd

department chairpersons, and is made available to
faculty and staff upon request.
Evaluation Mechanism. The letter is a highly
structured document and clearly delineates who is
responsible to accomplish which objective according to a specified timeline. Divisions, departnwnts,
and ultimately individual administrators are held

accountable for their performance in satisfying
The President's Managenwnt Letter is divided
into four major components:
1.

2.

a narrative overview highlighting major
achievements for the previous war;
a detailed progress report on the status of

goals and objectives adopted for the
previous Year;

an executive summary outlining major
4.

goals and priorities for -the next five wars;
a detailed listing of institutional goals and
olive tiveS for the coming Vear.

Divisional vice presidents meet with their
management team annually to review their progress in meeting the current year's objectives and to
develop goals and objectives for the coming year.
The management team is expected to share information and obtain input from subordinates. An
effort is made through this process to include all the
various constituencies of the college in the process.

Goals and objectives developed on the
divisional level are submitted to the President's
Council for review aild editing for organization,
accuracy, clarity and consistency of style. The

specified goals and objectives.

Throughout the year divisions or individual
administrators are asked to report to the board of
governors on a paeieular aspect of the management letter. The presentations provide the

college with an opportunity to explain to the
governing board how the document is integrated
into the ongoing operation and fabric of the colkge.

It is impossible to say precisely why the Presi-

dent's Managenwnt ltter has worked so well at
CCRI. In many ways, it is a rather simple planning
process, one that does not int lode sonw of the more

sophisticated elements of modern strategic
planning models, such as needs assessments,
environmental scans, and complicated projections
of enrollment and financial trends. Similarly, it is
not a complex evaluation model that relies heaviiv

on statistical analysis or newly developed
measures of student learning.
lowevr, the letter does work. It employs the
best principles of a sound managenwnt system and

has improved planning and communication,

college's phmning advisory committee also has an
opportunity to review the goals and objectives.

created a stronger managenwnt team, and

Because of the size and complexity of the

an effective document tor communicating with
and demonstrating to the governing board the
effectiveness of the colkge's efforts. In other

institution (CCR1 is the largest community college

in New England, with an enrollment of about
15,000 students), the report generally exceeds fifty
pages in length. It would be even longer except that
it focuses only on those new programs and objectives that various departments will be concentrating during the coming year.
Planning Document. The President's Management Letter is the only college document that can

accurately be called a planning tool for the
institution. The letter contains long and short
range objectives which are described in detail.
Timetables are included for completion of each
objective. Because the objectives are developed
with broad-based participation at the diviskmal

level, the objectives are generally accepted

increased accountability. Most of all, it has become

words, the management letter is an effective MIA.)

systemknown by another name.
1:thrarti I. Liston is president of the Ceninnunity
College of Rhode Island, lk is former president of I os
Angeles Pierce College' in Woodland hills, California,
and was the finmding president of Housatonic Comnnt'illy College in Bridgeport, Connecticut. He is tlitiPeilf
isItyked with AAC1C, National Council of State Directors of Community College's, the National Postsecondary Alliance, and a m4 BASE.
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2001: THE WORLD OUR STUDENTS WILL ENTER

Louis Harris
In the 1990s, the configuration of the world will

a new economk entity that will make the U. S. the

four to six dollars an hour for less skilled jobsa tolerable solution. Such a structure would violate fair labor
standards laws and suggest a variation of the South

world's number two economic power. By the year 2001,

African model.

change dramatically. By 1992, Western Europe will form

the U. S. might well be number three, also behind a

The only viable option is for the U. S. to educate,

southeastern sphere of influence headed by Japan. The
Soviet sphere will exist, but will rank far down economically from the other economic superpowers. These
configurations will require that all economic activity be
oriented globally, or not survive.
Ford Motor Company today is a prototype of what

train, and use a labor force that the world has never seen

major American companies will be by the year 2001.
Ford will produce 40 percent of its cars in the Far East,
40 percent in the U. S., and 20 percent in Europe. Ford

whole new industries and businesses that would be

will still be an American company, but it will operate on
a truly global basis, and the ground rules for operation
will differ in the newly iittegrated Europe, in Asia, and in
the United States.

beforeone that would be difficult for other nations
to duplicate. Such a pool of people will be trained to
think creatively for themselves and to know where to
get information when they do not know answers. By
training a labor force of this kind, the U. S. could develop

the emy of the rest of the world. They would be service
industries, ranging from high-tech to finance, health,
education, and computers.
The singular mark of such an economy would not be
its technology or methodology, but its distinctive labor
force. Ironically, while twentieth century American

technology has remained dominant, the U. S. has
Competing in a Global Economy

To qualify for work in this global economy, the
young person of 2001 will have to have a global perspective, an intimate knowledge of what the world is really
likeoutside the U. S. While today most young people are

just plain illiterate about world geography, crosscultural understanding will not only be the mark of an
educated person, but a requisite for economic survival.
Tomorrow's jobs will require not only language proficiency, but also cultural sophistication.
But this is only half the economic story. The other
half may affect the basic personal living standards of
nearly every human being. As nations such a: Mexico,
Brazil, Korea, Singapore, and China have industrialized,
they have produced many basic products at wages of
no more than three to four dollars an hour. The U. S.
will be faceJ with rising living standards in emerging
industrial nations produced by work forces that have
out-competed its own.

This will pose some terrible dilemmas for U. S.
society. Labor will not work for much lower than current
rates, say four or five dollars an hour. Nor is a two-tiered

labor forceone that pays twelve to sixteen dollars an
hour for skilled crafts, and one that pays a competitive

consistently found itself out-produced when its technology is employed by much cheaper or more dedicated
labor. If the U. S. cannot compete in this labor market,
its standard of living will surely fall. Living standards
can only be raised bv increased productivity by a labor
force that is far superior to that of the nest of the world
the only labor force that can think for itself.

Demographic Changes and Challenges
The demographic changes that the U. S. will experience in the next decade will largely determine the nature
of the wock force that must be transformed.
Marriages are on the rise, divorces have topped out,
and mow families will stick together than was predicted
a decade ago. However, the nature and configuration of

the family will change virtually beyond recognition.
Fully eight out of ten adult women will be working by the
year 2001, compared to 64 percent today. Working, even
for mothers with young children, will be accepted as part
of life, and nearly as many women as men will make up
the work force.

In addition, a second basic change will take place
among the elderly. When new legislation outlawiRg
mandatory retirement takes full hold in 1992, as much as

i
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one-third to one-half of the retired elderly will reenter
the work force due to a demand for labor in a period of
shortage. They will need to be reeducated and retrained,
but their motivation and powers of application will be
extraordinarily high.
The third leg of the labor tripod will be minorities
blacks, Hispanics. Asians, and others whom the U. S. will
need to mLvt workforce shortages over the next decade.
Over one-third of the entire population of the U. S. will

be non-white by the turn of the century, as will nearly
half of all children under eighteen. These statistics reveal
the essence of the challenge of survival the U. S. taces.
To put it bluntly and categorically: by 2001 , the U. S.
will have either succeeded or failed on the pivotal issue

of how to open the doors of opportunity to minority
young people. If it succeeds in finding ways to make
minorities creative, thinking workers, as must also
happen to young whites, it will have created a strongly
competitive America that is the envy of the rest of the
world. But if the U. S. fails, all bets are off. The country

will be mired in a system burdened by unproductive
human beings that cannot compete in a global economy.

The U. S. will become a second-tier economic power
with greatly reduced personal standards of living.
Changing Standards Needed in Education

higher quality at a lower priceprovided that incentives
and penalties are built into the system.

Unfortunately, current educational systems are
geared to design standards. Those on top tell those
below precisely what to do, then those below them in
greater detail how to do it. When the system fails,
everyone says, "I did precisely what 1 was supposed to
do, just as I was told." Real accountability is missing.
Performance Standards. The system needs to
depend upon performance standards. Educators must
be told, "Here is the performance standard. You figure
out how to carry it out in your community, with your
students." The key is setting up proper incentives to
reward both students and educators and to encourage

the achievement of higher and higher performance
standards.
There remains the question of the kinds of standards
there ought to be. Today, parents in the suburbsdemand
performance measured by rates of college admission
and SAT scores. In the cities, performance is measured
in terms of basic skills. Thus, inner-city children are
measured by mind-numbing exercises. It is no surprise
they get bored and drop out. Their educational experiences leave them little time or incentive to learn to think
tor themselves,
Inner-city schools are educating a whole generation
of young people emphasizing basic skills. But even if

Now what does all this mean for the educational

they succeed at this task, they will have prepared

system? Marc Tucker at the National Center for Education and the Economy has repeatedlY pointed out that
the problem with education in the U. S. is not that it has
slipped from some standard it used to meet. If that were,

students who will be largely unemployable in a work

so, then the problem would be solved by putting old
policies back into place. Actually, over the past two
decades, performance at the secondary school level has
slipped some, while elementary school performance,
especially for minorities, has gone' up.
The hard truth is that there have been kw substantial changes in education in the U. S., while the entire,
world has changed radically. Instead of finding ways to
keep a marginal lead on the rest of the world, the U. S.
must now make radical change's in order to produce a
work force that thinks for a living. The key for education

force dictated by the emerging global economic order. If
these students are not brought into the mainstream and

educated in a system that produces students who can

think for themselves, the entire educational and
economic system is in jeopardy.

The irony, ot course, is that if the U. S. properly
utilizes its human resources---itselderly, its women, a nd

its minorities, it will no doubt have solved the Social
Security and Medicare, funding crises and will kive
reduced its welfare rolls dramatically. It will have,
proven itself to be the land of true equal opportunity.
Why? Not because of bleeding-heart motives, hut
because of self-interest, the basic will to survive.

lies in standards that must be adopted and strongly
enforced. The difference, Tucker and others point out,

Copyright, 1989, College Entrance Examination

is the distinction between a design standard and a
performance standard.
Design Standarric.

Board. Abstracted by permission from The College Board
Review 150 (Winter 1988-89): 20-4, 34, and adapted from
a speech originally presented at The College Board National Forum in Washington, D. C., in November 1988.

ingredients in a system that are configured in some
preerdained way. Everyone in the system is expected
to adhere to the design. By contrast, a performance
standard is constructed with certain clear-cut criteria
and objectives that must be achieved by whatever

Louis Harris is chairman and chief executive officer at
Louis Harris and Associates, a national public opinion polling
Organization.

Design standards are put
together on the assumption that there are certain

means. A performance standard leaves the people who
operate the system to build it creatively, and it will yield
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TRANSACTIONAL, TRANSFORMATIONAL AND "TRANS-VIGORATIONAL" LEADERS

Este:a M. Bensimun
include teacher, mentor. moral leader, and hero. he
primary concern is with end-values such as liberty,
justiceind equality. Transformational leadership, as

The idea ot transtormational leadership in higher
educahon appears irresistibk to kaders and non leaders
en though transformational leadership may
only be possible in rare circumstances hy cycn rarer

originally conceptualized. ms more likely to emerge in
national or social mass movements with which individuals identify and for which they a IV willing to sacrifice.
Popular Perspective. 1 linyeVer, the approaches and
characteristics of kaders in several more recent studies
suggest a different interpretation of transformational
leadership. While the classic perspective requires goals

individuals. it has also captured the interest tit organizat i lia I sat hi rs.

Transformational Versus Transactional Leaden:hip
Leadership theories d it ferentiate between tmnstorma tional and transactional leadership. I ransactional
wecil 'cadets and
leaders consider the relatumship
WO prot ess ot exchange and mutual
folltiwors as a t
influence. I .CadCrs accumulate po%Yer through thuir
pOsitiOns and their personalities, but their authority i
constrained by :0tnyer expectations.

and values to be replaced with new ones which take
organizations in radically dit terent directions, the popular perspective reconfigures rather than replaces existing
goals and values, and thus shifts in direction are inore
moderate. ThV Classic perspective of transformational
leadership emphasizes change; the' popular perspective
emphasizes improving what is already in place.
This popular perspective might be more appropri-

11

Transtormational leadership presents a one-wav
view ot the rdationship boween kaders and followers.
Leaders initiate relationships which raise followers to
new levels ot morality and motivation. Transactional

ately called "trar s-vigorationar leadership, since it is
primarily focuseo on invigorating, rather than transforming, organizations. Lee Iacocca epitomizes this
popular perspective for having invigorated Chrysler.
Leaders can generally be c h a racterized as being
either transactional or transtormational. Trans-vigora-

leadership conjures a managerial image, while transft %r-

mational leadership evokes inuges of extraordinary
individuals such as Martin l.uther King, Jr., or (;handi.
The difference bet %yeen fulfilling or changing expec-

tional leaders combine characteristics of both types. The
influence of the transactional model is reflected in their
willingness to learn organizational culture as it exists.
The transformational orientation is seen in the impor-

tations is at the heart of the distinction. Transactional
leaders are depicted as accepting and maintaining the
culture ot an organization as it existsits belief system,
Ianguagernd grtnip norms. In contrast, transformatit mal leaders change organizational culture by introducing new behets and goals and by changing how
group members define their roles. I towever, transformational leadership is not dearly understood bt.cause it

tance they accord to the creation ot a vision for an
improved organization. A trans-vigorational leader
conforms to the culture of an organization while simultaneously finding ways to improve it.

has been defined t rt +in at least t wo d it ferent perspectives.

The Initial Actions of Presidents

Perspectives on Transformational Leadership

Under normal circumstances, it is difficult to assess
the influence 1...'aders have on colleges and universities.
However, both presidential succession and institutional
distress are situations where the effects of leadership are
easier to observe. A study of the initial actions and con-

Classic Perspective. J. Macgregor Burns is generally
crerPted with proposing the theory of transformational
leadership in his 1978 book, Leadership. He described
such leadership as seeking to satisfy the higher needs of
followers, such as sdf-actualization. The aim is to
replace the values of followers and to urge them in a

sequences of new presidents of institutions in distress
was conducted to provide insight into the transactional,
transformational, and trans-vigorational models.
Case studies of four institutions with new presi-

direction that represents a higher level of morality.
While transactional leaders are leen as maintaining
current conditions, transformational leaders elevate

dents, focusing on initial presidential actions end
their campus consequences, were examined using data

their followers to embrace higher values and principles.
The images associated with this classic perspective

collected as part of a five-year study of institutional

I
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leadership. The data were the result of semi-structured
interviews conducted in 1986-87 with the presidents,
administrators, faculty, and trustees. Two profiles of
new presidents and their initial actions emerged.
Type One. Type One presidents showed considerable openness to learning. They did not enter their institutions with specific plans and grand visions for transforming them. These presidents spent a great deal of
time learning about their new institutions and were quite
aware of the meaning of their initial actions. Their first
actions were highly symbolic, but carefully planned not
to be disruptive. They tended to put oft even needed

administrative changes until after initial symbolic
actions intended to demonstrate' their understanding of
the culture of the institution.
Type Two. On the other hand, Type Two presidents
showed little preoccupation with learning about their
new institutions and how long-time participants perceived them. They knew eNactly what they Wanted to do
when they took office and were prone to i .n pose precon-

ceived plans on their organizations. They expressed an
urgent need to take control of critical institutional processes and tended to move quickly to deal with what they
saw as symptoms of institutional distress: they fired
personnel, eliminated programs, shifted resources, and
reorganized college administration. While many of their
actions Were considered necessary, campus participants
generally resented not being consulted about them. In
fact, similar actions Ivere taken by Type One preidents,

but only after having performed symbolic activities
designed to involve these campus participants.

Attempts at Transformational Leadership
The initial actions ot these two types of presidents
upon taking charge ot institutions in distress illustrate
successful and 0nsti4 vessful attempt.: ai transformational leadership.
Unsuccessful Attempts. Type Two presidents
assumed office with the intent of transforming institutions they saw as mediocre', overextended, o erstaf fed,

and unaccountable into high quality, efficient and
accountable ones. Their take-charge stratcgk-- reflected
the one-way approach expected from a classic transformational leader. They knew what changes needed to be
made on Cm basis of their own past experience's aft.i

quialv crabarked upim their agendas.
By -time external criteria, the transformational
efforts of Type Two pr...i.idents may have succeeded in
improving the institution, bu# by internal criteria, their
efforts at transformational leadership were a failure. BY
imposing different values and goals without involving
participants. they failed to enlist their followers' support
for their transformational agendas. Instead, they created
dissatisfaction and lowered morale.
Successful Attempts. Type One presidents, by

adopting a transactional take-charge approach were
more successful in achieving transformational changes.

Don Doucette ed

In the manner of transactional leaders, they accumulated

credits before attempting dramatic changes. They did
this by learning about their campuses, by engaging in
exchange processes with constituents, and by acting in
ways that demonstrated conformity to group norms.
Acting like trans-vigoratkmal leaders, Type A presidents attempted to influence their colleges by emphasiz-

ing institutional strengths and improving (rather than
changing) existing values and goals. Their actions
improved campus morale and participant satisfaction.
These case studies suggest that leaders who attempt

to exerdse transformational leadership in the classic
sense may find it exceptionally difficult to do right. In
fact, the study suggests that it may be easier to achieve
transformational effects by doing it "wrong," that is, lw
using transactional means.
Although the idea of transformational leadership in
highereducation enjoys considerabk. rhetoric al su ppm 1,
it is a model that may not be compatible with the values

and organizational features of college's and universitie,

particularly its assumption that leadership emanates
from a single, highly visible individual.

In contrast, the' transactional model which views
leadership as a mutual and reciprocal process of social
exchange between k'ad els and follmvers is more likely to
fit the normative expectations of most colleges and universities. The success of Ty pe One presidents argues that

combining transactional and transformational characteristics, as exemplified by the trans-vigorational model,
may he more effective than attempting either to impose'
a wholly new direction (that is, transformational) or to
maintain an existing one (that is, transactional).

The study argues in favor of leadership in higher
education that conforms with group norms while also
seeking to improve them. Even in institutions experiencing dist7ess---generallY, the most amenable circumstance in which to exercise transformational leadership,

this approach mat' be of greater benefit than heroic
attempts to deal with crisis. New presidents would do
well to adopt a more complex approach to leadership
that matches the compk'xitv ot academic e irga niza t ions.

This paper was prepared pursuant to grants from
the Lilly Endowment, T1AA-CREF, and the. Office for
Educational ReSearch and Improvement/Department
of Education. I loWever, the opinions expressed herein
do not necessarily reflect the position or opinion of these
organizations, and no official endorsement is implied.
Estela M. gensinwn is Research Associate and Assistant

Diredor, Institutional Leadership Project, National Center
fiw P.,stsecondary Governance and ina nee, Teachers College ,
Columbia University. She will present at "Leadership 2000,"

an upcoming conference for community college. executive
leadership Wins, lune 11-14. 1989, in San Francisco.
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ACCOMMODATING THE DIVERSITY REPRESENTED BY MINORITY STUDENTS

James C. Henderson
It is an often noted fact that the United States is
undergoing an unprecedented demographic transformation and that these changes, resulting in a "new
majority" of minority group members in many states,
have major implications for educational institutions.
scrambling to develop programs that address the needs
of these current and futu re students, a nd these have been
described in various forums, including previous issues
of this abstract series.
lowever, it would be a serious mistake to assume
that all minority students have the same backgrounds,
educational objectives, and program needs, In fact, the

behaviors that instructors routinely reward and note as
signs of student interest, effort, and intelligence are not
necessarily behaviors that are rewarded in non-Western
cultures. For instance, many Navajo students do not
respond willingly in class, nor do they make direct eye
contact, for both behaviors are considered impolite in
Navajo culture. They tend to remain within the group
and do not try to stand out as individuals. Instructors
need to be trained to be sensitive to these cultural differences so that they can effectively accommodate students
of various cultures in mainstream classrooms.
Special Language Needs. Related to cultural
distinctiveness are the accommodations that need to be

new majority is an enormously diverse group that

made for the special language needs of minority

includes not only Blacks, I lispanics, Asians, and Native
American Indians, but also numerous sub-groups, many

students who are non-native speakers of English. Here

Community colleges throughout the country are

again, the diversity of minority students is demonstrated, for the difficulties that Navajo students often

with distinct characteristics and needs. Even similar
language and culture do not guarantee common circumstances and needs, as evidenced bY the diversity of the
itspanic community of South Florida and the Asian and
Middle Eastern immigrant populations of California.
ks a result, community colleges have developed a
mix of programs to serve the diversity represented by
minorities. San Juan College serves its minority students
with programt. designed both for the specific characteristics of its predominant minority group, Native American Indians, as well as for the range of students requiring
additional support to succeed.

have with English are quite different from the difficulties
often experienced bY native speakers of Spanish or other

languages. For example, the Navajo language has no
plural or past tense, and ESL instruction provided to
Navajo students needs to reflect this basic difference.
At San Juan College, ESL instruction is provided
through the Renewal Center, which provides tutoring

assistance and self-study materials. The center also
operates Project Read, which teaches reading to Native
Americans, including to older adults, many of whom not

only do not read in English but also may depend
exclusively on spoken Navajo.
Native American Program. To assist the transition

Serving the Native American Student

from the reservation to the college, San Juan College
It should come s no surprise that San Juan College
has responded to the needs of a culturally distinctive

retains a full-time director for its Native American
Program. The current director is a graduate of the college
who successfully completed a bachelor's degree. She is

minority grout'', the Native American Indian, who
reresents 2f, percent of the colkge's total enrollment.

responsible for sponsoring the Indian Club which

The college is located on the eastern edge of the Navajo
Reservation, the largest in the United States. While the
college enrolls students from 14 different Indian tribes,
Navajo students comprise the largest number. In addi-

sponsors projects and activities, including Pow Wows,
Indian Fry Bread Dinners, the Indian Pageant, and the
Arts and Crafts Show. The director also interacts with

tion, Hispanics comprise another 10 percent of the
college's enrollment, and 40 percent of degrees and

students and in recruiting new students.
Staff Development. The college's staff development
program has been a critical component in its success
serving Native Americans and other minority students.
Programs often focus on teaching techniques to accommodate cultural distinctiveness, as well as on awareness

the Navajo Tribe in promoting scholarships for the

certificates last year were awarded to minorities.
Cultural Distinctiveness. It is important to recognize that instruction in American college classrooms
presumes certain Western cultural values. Student
;.;
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of American Indian culture. The director of the Native
American Program assists in the development of appropriate and timely programs.

Outreach Programs. The college has developed
outreach programs to better serve Native American
Indians in its service area, which includes large sections
of the nearby reservation. It established a center staffed
by a Native American director and two staff members to

develop and implement courses for that service area.
The college has also established an Early Childhomi

Development Program to train Native American
Headstart teachers for this critical program. Last year,

24 Indian Headstart teachers received the National
Child Development Associate Credential.

Serving a Range of Minority Students
San Juan College has developed programs that serve
the needs of its minority students that are not necessarily
tailored to the needs of a specific minority group such as

Native Americans. Many are common to community
colleges with substantial minority enrollments.
Support Programs. The college has instituted an
assessment program that places students in appropriate
courses on the basis of ability. Courses in developmental reading, writing, and mathematics are provided as
needed. If students have difficulty in class, the Rerwwal
Center provides tutoring or self-study materials.
Matrix. The college has developed a program,
called Matrix, that assists eighth graders to prepare for
college. Each four-year institution in the state was
canvassed for its speci fic major requirements. This infor-

mation about the courses they need in high school to
reach their college goals is provided to ju n ior high school

students in the college's service area.
The college has alsn employed a counselor to work
with these students. The counselor gathers information
on every student and carefully monitors their academic
progress through high school. Special activities both on
the college campus and in other locations recognize their
achievements, encourage them to persist, and prepare
them for the transition to college.

Students who have never considered going to
college are now being provided with a "d earn" that will
make higher education a possibility for them. The scholarship program invites every eighth grade student in the
county to begin a $10 per month prepayment plan that
will provide for two years of paid tuition when they are
ready to enroll in the college. The program combines the
monthly savings plan with a $125 scholarship, academic
counseling, and a guarantee that tuition, now SabOannually, will not increase for those participating in the plan.
This program was designed to attract first genera-

tion college students, many of whom are minorities.
Now in its third year, the program is not limited to
minority students, yet 90 percent of those enrolled are
members of a minority group. Typical of the enrollees
was a Hispanic father who brought his wife and son to
the college when the program was first announced.
Carefully counting out his initial payment of $10 in small

change, the father said, "I didn't trust this money to the
mails. I brought this in myself because this is my son's
future." The father has faithfully kept up the payments
every month.
The program builds an attitude among students in
the early grades that college is within their reach. It
motivates them to apOy themselves while they are in
high school so that they will be prepared for college.
Family participation helps support students commitments. US WEST has agreed to assume the cash scholarship portion ($125 per student) for both the 1986 a nd 1987

enrollees, thus involving business and industry in the
education of future citizens.
The Futures Commission report recommends in tt e
strongest possible terms that "The community collegt.
must continue to offer all students an open door, and to
reaffirm to minority students the promise of empowerment through education." This is not simply a

pronouncement motivated by democratic idealism.
Rather, minority youth represent a fast-growing and
increasingly critical segment of the population. They
are the keys to the nation's future economic strength.
Investment in their success is not simply altruism, but
enlightened self-in h.* rest.

Possible Dream Program
Matrix is actually an outgrowth of what is probably
the most unique program offered by San Juan College

farm's C. lierukrson has been president of San fuan
Colfrge in Farmingtrm, New Mexico, SinCe it becanw an
Mth'pendent instituthm in 1982, prevunrsly serving as direc-

to assist its minority students, the Possible Dream
Program. Most minority students at the college need

tor when it was a branch of New Mexico State University. 1-ie
is a member of the Presidents Academy inni former president

financial assistance to achieve their educational goals,
and San Juan College, like many other colleges, offers a

of the Mountain States Association of Community Colleges
and the New Mexico Association of Tecimical and Junior
Colleges. Ile will describe Hu's' prtrgrams at Leadership 2000,
an upcoming conference for community college executive
leadership teams in San Francisco, June 11-14.

range of work study opportunities, grants, and loan
programs. Many Native Americans are also eligible for
tribal scholarships. However, the Possible Dream
Program has been one of the most successful for allof the
college's minority students.
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THE "EMOTIONAL SIDE" OF MANAGEMENT

Tom Peters
At a recent seminar for a business school's
executive program, I recounted some stories

Quality

about workplace transformations. Each
resulted from a dramatic increase in the
involvement and self-esteem of front-line

ment is moral, not statistical. Statistics, training

employees. I expressed astonishment at the
apparently limitless skills of even older

to quality improvement. But more important
are care and love of the product or service.

workers in union settings, once they were
allowed to "own" (psychologically, that is)

Quality is as much about aesthetics (design, for

their 25 or 250 square feet of the workplace. I
fumed at our detached, machine-like models

of organization that are hindering such
transformations.

Upon conclusion, my dean-host thanked
me genuinely for my thorough explication

of the "emotional side" of management.
Ile might as well have slapped me in the
face. I was dumbfounded. But I shoukin't
have been, because for decades we have
aspired to "professionalize" management.
The new-look (circa 1950) manager is no
hipshooter, and management is not
to be viewed as a second-class discipline.

Effective leadership in quality improve-

for everyone, and systems are essential

instance) and customers' perception as it is
about technical specifications. To achieve

matchless quality, management must be
emotionally attached to the product and must
pass on their enthusiasm to every employee,
distributor and supplier--as well as customer.
I can't imagine an Olympic-level skier who
hates snow and skiing.
Service

Service, too, should be measured and
quantified; we don't do enough of that. But
service is principally about intangible product

trait.; and the painstaking construction of

We applaud detachment and rationality.
We aspire to perfectable "administrative
science," which its most devout adherents
hope will assume a lofty place next to

General Electric. P & W's aircraft engines are

physics and biology.

about as good as GE's but, over time,

All of this is wrongheaded. Management

is not about administration.

lt

is about

long-term customer relationships.

A Wall

Street lournal story described Pratt & Whitney's

loss of leadership

in

aircraft engines to

P & W became less attentive to customer's
non-technical needs.

emotion. Management requires empowering

people on the basketball court or in the

Innovation

meat-packing plant to achieve continuous
personal growth. Consider several elements
of the business equation.

Fostering innovation depends on the
percent of gross revenue devoted to research

1 I
Puhlp.hed br the League for Innovation in the Communitv College and the Conununit College Leadership Program.
University ol rotas at Austin with support from the WK. Kellogg Foundation.

landmark Harvard Business Review article by

and development, as well as scientists' educational credentials. But that's about It) percent

consultant Amar Bhide, titled, "Hustle as

of the story.

Strategy, " concluded that vigor in execution is

More important, innovation
success depends upon listening intently to the
needs of innovative customers. It also is a
product of the company's ability to nurture
committed champions. Innovation, a low
probability affair, comes less from a great
"technical strategy" than from irrationallY
dedicated new-product or service teams.

more important than excellence in strategic
positioning in determining business success.

James Gleick's bestselling book, Chaos,
chides hard science for haying ignored the

"nonlinear," or messy, parts of natural
phenomena. It turns out that traditional, linear

models explain a surprisingly small part of
reality. So too with our misleading pursuit of a

linear administrative science. What management now needs, which the practicioners of

People

Thoroughgoing "people programs"

chaos are starting to provide for the hard

include progressive monetary incentives and
brilliant training curricula; we are woefully
deficient on both scores. However, more
important are respect, trust, a sense of partnership between union and management where
applicable, a belief in the virtually unlimited
potential of everv person, and a willingness to
let go of debilitating controls. Specifically, we
must realize, for instance, that suberb training

sciences, is to attend to the irregularly shaped

is not so much a button-down curriculum
delivered in million-dollar classrooms as it is a
commitment to lifelong learning by all.

pieces of the business puzzlepeople,
emotion, and implementation.
As a practical first step, consider shifting
Your reading agenda strongly' toward fiction.
Ironically, most nonfiction ends up preserving

the fiction of an emotionless, linear world,
while fiction examines the nonlinearity of real
people who determine the real-world course of
our organization.

TPG Communications.
Copyright
Reprinted by permission.

Leadership
Tom Peters is founder of The Tom Peters Group,

What is leadership?

Good strategic

planning? Financial wizardry? Both. But more

to the point are intensity, involvement, the
ability to create and bring to life an inspiring
vision, a belief in the product, and genuine
enthusiasm for the work of the front-line bench
scientist or check-out clerk. The chief criterion
for managerial promotion should be the degree

five enterprises engaged in urging forward the
competitive and management revolution. He is
co-author Of In Search of Excellence (1982) and A

Passion for Exceilence (1985), and author of
Thrivim on Chaos: Handbook for a Management
Revolution (1987).
I
will present a /Wink* address, "Excellence
in Leattership," at I fadersInp 2000,a conference for

to which a candidate takes his or her greatest
pleasure in helping others develop and grow.
Across the board, then, it turns out that the
essence of management is its emotional side.

executive leadership teams, lune 11-14 in San
Francisco. I le will also present the Tom Peters

The legendary general George Patton is

identified by a recent study conducted by

purported to have said, "I'd much prefer an

University of Te.t-as at Austin.

Award for Leadership Excellence in the Communi y
College to 50 top community college presidentS
The

OK plan executed with uncommon vigor right

now to the 'perfect plan,' executed in a
humdrum fashion next week." Likewise,
Don Doucette editor
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS: VALUABLE RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Paul C. Gianini, Jr.
college activities. When former President Gerald Ford

Some believe Community college alumni associations cannot be the significant resource that they are for
four-year colleges and universities. They reason that the
average student does not develop the same affiliation
with a two-year college that he or she does with a fouryear institution. Community college students generally
do not live on campus, so the school does not become a
"home away from home," Commuter students generally do not develop the' same involvement in campus
activities, and even in wileges with residential facilities,
resident students tend to be in the minority. Also, when

visited the campus in 1987, the coordination of that
lunchem event for 1,0thl people under tight security was
a massive production. The alumni served as volunteer
hosts and handled everything from mailing invitations
to staffing the registration table.
Another major event this past year was the Kaleidoscope 88/Festival of the Arts fund raiser. This art show

and black tie gala event to raise money for Valencia
programs attracted people from all over Fleri-4a for two
pieces. Once again, the
days to view and purchase
alumni assisted with the ar .es, handled mountains of

a community college student completes a two-year

paperwork, and simply made. sure guests enjoyed

degree and transfers to a university, alkgiance usually
follows. Without this allegiance, the argument goes,
alumni associations at community colleges usually have
difficulty gaining strength.
Of course, this argument ignores the many other
students who attend community colleges but do not
transfer to four-year institutions, as well as those who,
after completing their bachelor's degree, return home
and support the community colleges that gave' them
their starts. In tact, graduates of two-year degree

themselves. The group has also supported students by
hosting events such as a picnic to cheer Valencia's baseball team on to a winning season and a cast party to
celebrate the success of a college dramatic production.
It is a popular misconception that it takes hundreds

of association members to make volunteer efforts

programs are among the most ardent supporters of

successful. Although Vakneia's association is continuing to grow, it took only about 20 active people last year
to donate more than 400 hours of work. The calculated
cost to the college, had it been required to ...lay for these

community colkges. Also, thousands of local residents

service's, was about $2,800.

attend classes, have significant experiences, and are
Community and Political Support

otherwise positively affected by college programs. All

of these students represent potential supporters of
ioWeVer, more important than the dollar savings is

community college alumni associations.
Although an alumni association may serve a somewhat different function at a community college than at

the goodwill that an association can develop for the
college in the community. No price tag can be placed on
the' ability of alumni to inspire a college's faculty, staff,

a university, it can be an equally valuable resource.
Valencia Community Colkge has just begun to reali/e

and students. They can serve a vital public relations

A community college. alumni association can
provide an enormously valuable volunteer base to

function as a mbassadors to the' community by spreading
the word about the college's programs and services.
For example, each year Valencia's alumni association sponsors a graduation reception to honor graduates
and their families. They alse hold an annual Christmas
social as a special thank you to faculty, staff, and other
supporters of the college.

support a host of college activities. Valencia's association provides countless hours of volunteer support to
college programs and students.
One important way the association supports Valen-

Key alt nni may also provide important political
support on I eal, and even state, issues. Many hold
positions of influence in the business world and in
community organizations. Some even hold positions of

cia is by providing manpower to assist with major

responsibility in state politics.

the' tangible value of its alumni association, which is fast
becoming a major colkge resource.
Volunteer Base

ki
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of members being added to the association's roster.
Plan and Implement Activities, The next step is to
involve alumni in the planning and implementation of
association activities. A staff person or consultant can
a:isist the alumni hoard to establish goals and objectives
for the association and to develop both short and longrange plans. Such plans should utilize the resource's of
the group, no matter how small it might be initially.
Alumni activities can then be carried out with the
assistance of a designated member of the college staff. A
college representative insures continuity in association
activities and can provide needed guidance and support.
Implementing association activities can also spur the
recniitment of new members as alumni seek volunteers
from among their friends and colleagues to help with

Fund Raising

Unlike alumni associatioas in most four-year
colleges and univemities, fund raising is not usually the
primary function of a community college alumni assodation. Nonethdess, community college. alumni can
also he instrumental in such efforts.
Vak.ncia's alumM association has now established
three. scholarship programs for students. The Two Plus
Two Scholarship assists students who earn their Associate of Arts degrees at Valencia and then transfer to the

University of Central Florida to complete their
bachelor's degrees. To raise money for this scholarship

the alumni sponsor the. annual Two Plus Two Golf
Tournament ihat has quickly become the largest tournament of its type in central Florida. Last year the tournament raised more. than SIONO for scholarships.

specific projects.
An important, but often neglected, step is eval uat ion

of the. alumni program. A staff member or consultant
should assist the. alumni board to review the. association's accomplishments annually and to look at ways to
build upon its successes.
Build Croup Cohesion. Once activated, efforts need
to concentrate on developing cohesion among alumni
active in the association. At Valencia, several activities
were organized to build group cohesion and to develop
and renew alk.giance among the alumni tor the college
and the association. For example', at an association
meeting, one
charter faculty member presented a
nostalgic slide' show of the. colk.ge's 20-year history,
helping alunmi reminisce about the' "old days."
Recognize Alumni Contributions. An important
step, vital to the. development of any volunk.er associa-

Other scholarships include. the Martin Marietta
Alumni Scholarship, which supports employees of
Martin Marietta who are earning degrees at Valencia,

and the Alumni Fndowed Scholarship Fund, which
provides general scholarships to students.
If a college has established a foundation, fundraising
efforts by an alumni association need to be carefully
coordinated with those of the foundation. Alumni can
contribute substantially to the efforts of a foundation,
both as donors and as fund raisers with important ties in
the community and local business and industry.
Valencia's alumni association has cooperated with
the foundation by serving as donors for the. Adopt-ABook campaign, a project to secure books for t he colk.ge's

learning resource centers. The association has also
eagerly provided volunteers o assist with foundation

tion, is to provide individual recognition for group

activities, such as an annual banquet to recognize

members. There. are. many ways to assure. that alumni
feel special and appreciated for the service they provide.
Valencia honored alumni by highlighting their contributions in a quarterly newsletter. Members were also
given special roles in commencement ceremonies, and
various opportunities were used to present alumni with
t-shirts, plaques, and Valencia lapel pins.

community supporters of the college.

Starting an Alumni Association
Little has been written about alumni associations in
community college's, and there is no definitive. ha ndbook

on how to start one. Whik. there. are. various ways to
initiate. organize, and support such an association, the.

Alumni associations are. valuable resources for
community college's. Valenda has recognized the value

experk.nce of Vak.ncia Community College might serve
as an example of how to start a successful alumni group.
Identify Alumni. The first step is to identify a core of
alumni. Valencia's faculty and staff helped by suggesting students with whom they had kept in contact and bv

of its association as a volunteer base, as a source of
community and political support, and as a resource.
for fundraising efforts; other community colleges can
reap similar benefits. One lesson Valencia has learned:
never underestimate the abilities of a group of alumni
who belk've in a causetheir community college.

helping to locate former student government k.aders
who might be interested in becoming association members. From this group, an alumni board of "movers and
shakers" who know how to get things done was established. Although initially small, this board has been
expanded to 20 members as the association has grown.

Additional former students were located by
conducting Alumni Lost and Found Phone-a-thons.
Alumni assisted this activity that resulted in hundred$
=.

Don Doucette editoi
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president ot Vahwica Community
College in Orlando. Florida, fie was elected this year to the
AACIC Board of Directors and is current chairman of the
t
Couneg of PresidenN.
Paul C. Glint
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THE MORAL GOALS OF LEADERSHIP

John W. Gardner
tVe generally evaluate leaders on their efkctiveness.
But I litter was effedive, as were any number of leaders
we would today agree were "had guys" who used objectionable means or who sought goals that were reprehensible. Certainly, leaders must also be judged in terms of
their moral, ethical, and social values. While such
standards are sonwthing on which worthy people will
differ, leaders who are concerned with most or all of the
following will meet my standards.
The Release of Human Potential

care and involvement are natural. In a healthy society
the process of value generation goes on continuously in
stable, face-to-face ;roups such as family, neighborhood, school, church, workplace, and communitY.
But we have seen the collapse of communities, of
coherent belief systems, of opportunities for allegiance
and commitment, for being needed and responding to

need. We have learned that the fiercely destnictive

currents of modern life can undermine the authority of
human institutions and frameworks of law and custom
with deadly swiftnes, We have seen the disorders of
men and -Nomen torn loose from a context of community
and of shared values. Some of the consequences a re dealt

Reviewing the enlivening themes that run through
our history 6144 a rwople, one is struck with the depth and

continuity of our commitment to the fulfillment ot
human possibilities. The leaders we have valued the
most have refleded that commitment. Woodrow Wilson

said, "I believe in democracy because it releases the

with in the psychiatrist's office, some in the criminal
justice system. Drugs and alcohol claim their share.
Quite aside from individual breakdown, a great
many of our contemporaries, left without moorings by
the disintegration of group norms, torn from any context

energy of every human being.There is nothing more crucial to the renewal of a
social system than the quality and vitality of the human
beings flowing into the system. These are chiefly the
Young people coming out of our schools and colleges to
take their place in the adult world.

of shared obligations, have gotten drunk on self. We
Value the individual. We value individuality. Selfreliance, self-discipline, self-help are honored in our
scheme of things. But we cannot respect the crazy celebration of self that one can sees today.
We expect that young people, at the same time that

they are maturing as individuals responsible for their

GiVVII that reality, one can see the sheer self-interest
for us of enabling each person to grow to full stature, the
sheer value to t he society of removing every impediment

own actions, will be maturing as responsible members of

the community. We foster individual initiative but
expect that a certain amount of that initiative will be

to individual development, whether ignorance or
poverty or illiwss or disability. The release of human
potential is and must always be a central value.

expended ton shared purposes.

The mutual dependence between individual and

Teachers and leaders share a trade secretthat

group is ancient. I listorically, the society supplied most
of the continuity and coherence through its established
belief systems and nurturing institutions. In return the
individual gave allegiance, but except in time of war it
was rather passive allegiance. Passive allegiance is not

one of the most important qualifications for moral leadership in our society. They have faith in human possibilities, and that faith communicates itself to followers with
powerful effect. People want to know whether the

enough today. Individuals must see themselves as
having a positive Auty to nurture and continuously
reconstruct the community of which they are a part.
They must be committed to a continuous reweaving of
the social fabric. Leaders must help us to understand
this and assist the process of renewal, encompassing
both continuity and change, reinterpreting tradition to
meet new conditions, building a better future on an
acknowledged heritage.

when they expect high performance of their charges,
they increase the likelihood of high performance. This
means standards and a respect tor excelknce. Leaders
who understand this and guide themselves by it have

followers believe in the leader; a more searching
question is whether the leader believes in the followers.
Individual and Croup
Ixaders must understand the mutual dependence
between individual and group---and must understand
what our tradition requires in balancing the two.
Individuals become fully human and find support
and identity in the cultural framework supplied by
family and community and other networks in which

Values

To say that we want leaders who stand firmly on
moral principles is less than the full story. Most people
want a leader who stands firm on their particular moral

41
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views. But in a pluralistic society leaders must deal with

equally worthy groups who adhere to diverse moral
principles. However, beneath all the many moral
disagreements that exist in our ct nnm u nit ies, there exists

a considerable measure of agreement, and it is the

responsibility of leaders to serve that area of agreement.
We cannot tind an instance ot a healthy society in
which humans have not devised a framework of values,
norms of conduct, a moral order. There are those who
believe that any moral order that may have characterized
our stwietv has long since disintegrated, hut fortunately

in orders, not to think about solutions, The disclaimer in

the Navy used to be "It didn't happen on my watch."
Followers who are passively awaiting orders have lost
much of their capacity to be of help.
It is the very nature of a large-scale organization that
itsonly hope of vitality is the willingness of a great many
people scattered throughout the organization to take the
initiative in performing leader-like acts, in identifying
problems at their level and solving them. Without that,
the organization becomes a nother of those sodden, inert,
non-adaptive bureaucracies that are the bane of modern

we are not so bereft. We are moving in that direction

corporate and governmental liferigid, unimaginative
and totally unequipped to deal with a swiftly changing

sharp, hut it is there and it prevails a great deal of the
time. Most of our citizens are law-abiding and most ot

ent ironnwnt.
It is true in business, it is true in government and
nonprofit institutions, it is true in the nation as a whole.
It is now widely though by no means universally recog-

some think at an alarming pacebut we still have a
serviceable framework of values. It is not clear and

our comm un t ies reasonably orderly, and that would not
be possible it there did not exist, despite our pluralism,
a healthy nwasure of agreement on some fundamentals.
We must hope for leaders who will work with us to
defend those fundamentals, enriching MIT commitment
to treedom, to justice, to equality of opportunity, to the
dignity and worth of the individual, to the sanctity ot our
private religious beliefs. In large measure those commitments are embedded in our laws. Our leaders must help

us stay the course. No other American leader has ever
surpassed Abraham Lincoln in expressing the moral
aspirations ot a nation "conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal."
We trust hope too that our leaders will help us keep
alive traditional values that are not so easy to embed in
lawsour feeling about individual moral responsibility,
about caring for others, about honor and integrity, about

tolerance and mutual respect, and about individual
fulfillment within a framework of shared values.
We have difficulty in honoring in our behavior the
values we profess: we seem to have particular difficulty
with the ideal of brotherhood. We can no longer attord

to indulge without constraint the ancient human
impulse to hate and fear strangeN those not of our
tribe, not of our religion, not like us. Conflict is a part of
lite, sometimes unavoidable, often healthy. But in those

cases where conflict destroys vital human values, we
must learn to deal with the sources of hostility, to defuse
tensions before theY become white-hot, and to manage
conflict before it breaks out. I ead-rs #:an help immeasurably it only by retraining from the politically rewarding acts that heighten conflict.

Individual Initiative and Responsibility
Most people in most organizations most of the time
are more stale than they know, more bored than they care
to admit. All too often it is because they have not been

encouraged to use their own initiative and powers of
decision. If they are not expected to use their decisionmaking powers, they are otf the hook of responsibility.
Unrelenting autocracy down the chain of command
undermines initiative. It says by implication that one's
responsibility is to follow orders, not to assess what is
going on, not to identify problems beyond those implicit

nized that the only way to awa ken ou r organ izations and
our society is to instill in individuals at all levels a sense
of initiative and responsibility.

We need leaders in our organizations and in the
nation who can bring alive the whole down-the-line
network of individuals with that kind of capacity to
share the leadership task. Such a network will enliven
and strengthen our society at every level. Problems
visible or solvable only at lower levels will be seen and
solved there. In the case of problems solvable only at a
higher level, the search for solutions will be facilitated by
tlw availability of grassroots diagnoses.
It the ''system" in question is not a corporation or
agency but thv society itself, such sharing ot leadership
tasks will result in a more responsive and responsible
political system. It will mean that the true' needs of
people will IV perceived by grassroots leaders near at

hand, Some needs will be met locally, others will be
communicated up the line for coping at a higher level.
That will require leaders who can delegate responsi-

bility, who consult and listen, who have respect tor
human possibilities, who help us to help ourselves and
help us to grow. We must have leaders who a re enablers,
who help us remove' obstacle's to our effective function-

ing, who help us see and pursue shared purpose's.
Lyman Bryson said, "A democratic way of doing ant-thing is a way that best keeps and develops the intrinsic
powers of men and women."
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES REQUIRED OF COLLEGE LEADERS

Robert A. Gordon
Post-industrial information society has taken root.
What had seemed distant projections of futurists are

discerning, and they choose their providers of education
and training on the basis of institutional performance, in
demonstrating real and marketable outcomes. Business
and industry invest in training and retraining using the
same bottom line analysis of outcomes. Colleges must
change and respond to this challenge or be relegated a
limited mandate, such as basic skills and job entry, or
simply be seen as irrelevant and lose public support.
The Opportunity. Nonetheless, increased economic
competitiveness also represents an enormous o_pportunity for colleges who can demonstrate the quality of
their programs in quantifiable terms. As business and
government in the United States and Canada conclude
that increases in productivity required to compete' internationally can only be gained by massive investment in
research, development, and workforce training, colleges
stand to benefit tremendously from that investment.
However, colleges must change, to take advantage

now the facts of a global economy and geopolitical scene
being fundamentally transformed.

Et is not just the pace of change that has escalated

dramaticallywitness that the facsimile' machine has
gone from exotic contraption to universal appliance in

six months, but also the substance of the change is

remarkable and far-reaching. East-West bloc relations
have been irreversibly transformed, Debtor and creditor
nations have reversed roles, and North America is about
to be' reduced to the third largest economic power in an
overhauled global economy.
The economic restructuring now underway poses
serious threats to the fortunes of both the United States
and Canada. Both countries are vulnerable because they
share serious productivity problems, have basic technological weaknesses, and have demonstrated little ability
for government and industry to work together. Neither
invests adequately in research and development, and,

of this opportunity. Curricula must be updated to be
responsive to changing economic conditions. Faculty

worse still, both have terribly neglected their human
resourcestraditionally treating labor as a cost to be
contained rather than as an asset to be nurtured.

must remain current in their fields or adapt to new roles.
Effective instructional practices need to be identified and
implemented, including widespread use of instructitmal
technology. Above ail, student outcomes must bt,

Unless these problems are resolved, living

demonstrated by such measures as retention and
completion rates, placement rates, student and

standards in both countries %sill inevitably decline to
reflect their inability to compete effectively in a world
ect mom . Their natural advantages will ha ve been
eroded, and recovering their competitiveness will not be
easy, particularly, as long as prevailing values of instant
gratification and greed lead to leveraged buyouts and
mergers rather than to solutions to growing ioblessness,
drug abuse, crime, and declining literacy and job skills.

employer satisfaction, quantifiable increases in knowledge and skills, and educational and career growth.
Also, perspectives and values must change in order
tor colleges to respond to the opportunity. Colleges,
despite being rooted in local communities, must develop
truly globalperspective's with respect to theservices they
provide and the clients they serve. Even more challenging, colkges need to evaluate their efforts according to

The United States is slow iv addressing some of thew
issues but is slow to grasp the perilous position in which
it finds itself. Canada has been lulled into complacency

the educational standards of the world, not the local

by the Free Trade Agreement. Consequently, North

community. Toby relevant in the emergi ng global order,
collevs cannot seek simply to satisfy their local boards,

America risks being isolated between the juggernaut of
a unified Europe and an Asian alliance led by Japan.

tunding agencies, or even constituents. Rather, they

must assure that the education and training t hey ',roe ide

The Impact on Colleges

competes effectively with that provided by the, West
Germans, British, Japanese, and French, as we'll as the

It is a fair question to ask how these macroeconomic

"four tigers" of Southeast Asia.

and geopolitical changes affect community colleges.
Indeed, far from being abstractions confined to daily
news reports, they have direct impact on these institutions.

Recommendations for College Leadership

Colleges are both confronted with serious

challenges and presented with enormous opportunities
by the current reordering of the world economy.
The Challenge. Colleges must now earn their way in
an increasingly demanding, consumer-driven society.
Colleges have no monopoly as the providers of training

and job skills required of workers to survive in the
emerging global economy. Students are older and more

More than ever, enlightened leadership is needed to
transform today's colleges into ones that are truly worldclass institutions that assure the competitiveness of the
United States and Canada in the global economic race.

That leadership needs to overcome obstacles such as
aging staff with outdated skills, collective bargaining
..agreements that make change difficult, the natural
tendency to resist change, and old values and ways of
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turn to impart larger world views to all students, not lust
those intending to transfer to universities. All students

doins, thny,s that inhibit creative approaches.

That leadership needs to create institutional

should receive greater dosages of for, ign language,
literature, and historynot just from the western world,
Student and faculty exchange programs should be

climates that encourage, support, and reward innovation'and entrepreneurship. It needs to involve all staff

as stakeholders in the omanizatkm and to nurture

expanded in number and scope to 'inilude Asia, Africa,
and South America. Cross-disciplinary seminars on
intercultural matters should be included in all curricula.
Promote the Professional Development of Faculty.

individual development and renewal. Such leadership
must be value-based and global in perspective, and it
must respond directly to new economic realities.
Adopt a Larger World View. Colleges must become
less ixarochial. Rather than focusing exclusively on their

Collene leaders must assure that their faculty are
involved in continual professional development to

local communitks, they must define the community to
be served as the nation and the world. Leaders must
embody qualities which encouraw global perspectives
to permeate their institutions. They must teach the
relationship between global issues and local effects.
They must educate the members of their boards to look

increase their subject mastery, to use educational technology, to brmiden their perspectives, and to learn new
skills required to compete effectively in the changing
environment. Such programs should receive generous
support as integral to college oevelopment, and faculty

accomplishments should be noted and rewarded. A
major component of faculty development programs

beyond the value of college services to the local tax base

and see the connections tvtween international events

should be overseas assiements and faculty exchanges.
Work to Improve raduate School Education. As
employers, college leaders must work with graduate
programs to assure that their students have the skills
sought by world-class colleges in their staffs. Graduate

and local consequences, such as plant closures.
Encourage and Support Leadership Derelopnwnt.

Chief executive officers need to participate in and

support ongoing leadership development activities for
their college leadership teams, including themselves,
members of their boards, senior administrators, iind
faculty leaders. Such efforts should focus on developing
understanding of the dynamics of the fast-changing
world in which their colleges compete. Broadening
experiences should include cultural seminars and international travel organimd as fact-finding and consulting
trips. in addition, leaders should take courses in ethics,
language. and business, and not limit their continuing
development to schools of education.
Monitor Staffing. One of the principal responsibilities of college leaders is to assure that those hired by the

programs should require proficiency in foreign
languages, intercultural seminars and experiences

abroad, and cross-disciplinary courses in professional
schools outside the college of education. Preparation
needs to be updated to reflect the current demands of the
international arena.

Colleges in both the United States and Canada have

important roles to play in assuring the economic

competitiveness of their respective nations. College
leaders must develop enlightened worki views it they
are to assure that their colleges respond effectively to the

college as the next generation of faculty., staff, and

challenges posed by the changing world economic

administrators are prepared tor the twenty-first century,
not clones of existing staff and other "good old boys."

order. I lowever, individual roc kets of excellent colleges

are not a sufficient response to the challenge, even
though they can serve as catalysts to inspire others.
Leadership is required to assure that all community
colleges join forces to take advantage of the window
of opportunity opened by the otherwise menacing

New staff must be competent in foreign languages,

current in the use of educational technology, and

possessed of a broad world view. Leaders must assure
that new staff are the best availabk, not those who fit
most comfortably within existing molds.

emergence of a global economy.

I tiring should also be used as a vehicle to create staff

To survive, colleges must demonstrate their

diversity. Minorities should be actively recruited and
hired, even in communities where few minorities reside.

effectiveness in equipping their students to compete

entire educationa l system must be the primary interest ot
all participants, and each segment must place common

Robert A. Gordon is president of I lumber Colliv of
Applied Arts and Technology. Hobicoke, Ontario. JJ e is
former president of the Association of Canadian Community
Colleges. AinoiN other arYpoint merits, he serves on the

internationally. To prosper, they must join with partners
throughout the world to assure that the enlightened selfinterests of colleges, businesses, and governnwnts assist
the common interests of the global community.

Diversity that leads to understanding is the goal, not
matching staff and population demographics.
Promote Partnerships. Leaders must develop
partnership with other colleges, other segments of
education, government agencies, and business and
industry to assist common goals. The success of the
interests above self-interests. Rather than protecting
turf, colleges must be willing to develop partnerships

Premier's Cou ncit fOr the Goi,ernment of Ontario, the Htlard
Directors of the College Ctmsortiurn for International
Development, and the Steering Committee of Vision 2(100, a

with other colleges, for instance, by subcontracting
services to replicate successful training programs for
major corporations at multiple sites to assure national
quality control. Partnerships with the private sector

project or the Ontario Council of Regents for Colieges of
Applied Arts a nd Technology.. This paper was abst racted from

his A-eynote address, "Leadership: A Global Perspective,-

must be formed to provide the training students need to
comNte internationally. Partnerships with foreign governments to assist their development should be pursued
for the mutual benefits that accrue to such efforts.
Broaden the College Curriculum. Leaders must
work with their faculty to broaden the college curricu-
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A FOUNDATION FOR RENEWAL

Albert L. Lorenzo
Educational leaders should be judge.d by their
ability to maximize both tvganizational performance
and mission effectiveness. In most industrieslbove
average performance and organizational vitality are
usually easier to achieve during periods of sustained
growth. The real test of leaders and their organizations
typically comes when growth begins to give way to
stability or decline. At this point, continued institutional
success may depend more heavily on leadership than efn
any other factor.
Community colleges are no exception. Having been

propelled for nearly three decades by a tidal wave of
growth, many institutions have achieved the distinction
of being high performing and extremely effective in
carrying out their missions. I lowever, for many twoyear colleges, perhaps the maimity, rapid growth has

given way to a "maturity phase,- characterized bv

mfturity. Renewal is characterized as a period of significant revitalization and respiriting for both the organization and its people.
StIme authors eNclude the renewal stage becauso,
unlike the other phases, it does not automatically occur
as part of the life cycle sequence. It is an optional phase

which generally develops only as the result of some
specific action on the part of organizational leaders.

The Value of the Life Cycle Theory
The life CVile concept can help to provide an under-

standing of how organizational characteristics and
nwasures of effextiveness are likely to change' as entities
develop. Additionally, studies have shown that the

major criteria for defining effectiveness are likely to
ch.. " in predictable warS as an organization rasSe's

enrollment stability or, in sonw cases, decline. During
this stage ot development, the key leadership task is
to establish a foundation upon which organizatiema

through the various stages of the We cycle*,
Beyond organizational et fectiveness, lite cycle

renewal c.m occur.

behavior appears to he right tor the times. Passage to a
new life cycle stage clearly calls for new directions and

The Option of Renewal

mar well he the most compelling reason to initiate
changes in organizational practices and leadership

As people mature, the difference's among them
become more pronounced. \loch the same is true for

appriiaclws.
Possibly the most '.1 luable aspect of stud ing t he life
cycle of an organization is to learn to identity when an

organizations.
New entities starting business at the same time and
within the same industry are amazingly alike. In their
formative vearsthey often imita te each other's ideas and
practices. Early differences in organizational abil: y
allow some to achieve more than ct hers, but it is only in
maturity that signific.mt differences emerge: the strong
excel, the weak falter, and the average exist.
Management scientists and organizational theorists
often use the concept of "organizational life cycle" as a
basic framework for study. Lite cycle theory suggests
that as organizations age, they pass through a series of
identifiable stages, with each period exhibiting different
internal characteristics and requiring different leadership practices.

Authors generally agree. that a minimum of tour
stages exist: Hrth, growth, maturity, and decline. So, ne

identify a fifth stage, renewal, which can occur after

rut4i,hvd

theory can also help explain why certain leadership

organization makes the transition from growth to
maturity. Once in maturity, the next automatic stage is
decline.

knenving that an organization has reached

maturity, however, can he a signal to begin establishing
the foundation tor a subsequent phase. of renewal.
It

is important to remember that progression

through the stages ot an organizational life cycle is not
merely a function of the passage of time'. The rate of
change in business volume is the key indicator. Simply
stated, maturity begins when sustained growth ends.

An example of how life cycle theory can aid in
understand ing change canhe seen by looking at the issue
of effectiveness, One ot the predictable changes which

usually accompanies the transition to later life cycle
stages is a shift from interest in quantity and inputs to
a concern for quality and outcomes.
Since so many of today's public and private organi-
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zations are moving into maturity at the same time, life
cycle theory would suggest that the current national
predictable and appropriate.

Finally, future growth, if any, should be expected to
occur slower and more sporadically than in past life cycle
stages. Unlike the private sector, a resurgence of
business volume may not always accompany renewal in

Preparing for Change

a community college. But like other industries, there
is no limit to the improvement in organizational spirit

preoccupation with quality and excellence is both

The mass movement into the maturity stage may
account tor the many new preferem es and changing
areas of emphasis emerging within the community
college industry. If classical life cycle theory applies to

and vitality which can occur.
In essence, as community colleges shift from growth
to maturity, the emphasis is no longer on building the
entity, but focuses more directly on effectively utilizing

the entity. Most importantly, maturity signals that a

community colleges, then it should be possible to know
in advance sonic of the changes which are appropriate
for this new life stage. By adapting the findings of manv

community college has two options for its next life cycle
stage: renewal or decline.
It follows, then, that one of the critical challenges for

private sector studies, the following general scewrio
describes the organizational changes that occur in a

leadership during the maturity stage is to establish the
foundation for a subsequeut stage of renewal and to
avoid a direct transition into organizational decline.

community college as it enters the maturity phase of its
life cycle.

In the most general terms, the organization's overall
situation tends to become more complex. The influence
of founders and the dominance of board members and

Mission Effectiveness: The Cornerstone of Renewal

key figures diminishes in deference to the wants and
needs of the college's clientele. More information
processing procedures can be expected to evolve and

drawn from life cyck theory, each institution must

typically include sophisticated computer systems,

performance controls, environmental scanning
activities, planning procedures, and enhanced
communications systems.
The early emphasis on resources acquisition and the

performance of individuals (inputs) gives war to a
concern for organizational effectiveness and performance (outputs). As mentioned earlier, measurements of
effectiveness shifts from concern for quantity to a regard
for quality.

Characteristics related to innovation such as risktaking and pro-activity, which are generally at high
levels during birth and growth phases, predictably yield
to conservatism in maturity. Since innovation is a critical
prerequisite tor moving into renewal rather than decline,

a key leadership responsibility becomes preventing
organizational ccmplacency and encouraging openness
to experinwiVation and change.

Although a number of generic conclusions can be
establish specific goals and actions within the context
of its own environment. This involves a review of the
college's mission statement; determining a unique set of
organizational philosophies, definitions and models;
setting specific directional goals; and finding effective
methods for communicating these to the institution's
key constituencies.
Certainly there area number of areas where institutional attention could be focused as the organization
prepares itself for renewal. The most logical, and
perhaps the most beneficial starting point is to concentrate on missiona reexamination of what it should be
and on how well it is being achieved.
Establishing an institution-wide focus on mission
and mission effectiveness can create a conmion ground
for most internal audiences and can serve as a constant
reminder that the ultimate goal of the community college.
must he measured in terms of teaching effectiveness as

demonstrated by student development and community
benefit.

During the transition from growth to maturity,
colleges should expect to see orgallitational funct ion i ng

and dedsion-making processes shift from relatively
simple to more complex forms. Similarly, organizational
structure tends to become more formal and centraliied.
Some may characteri/e this movement as a shift toward
greater bureaucracy.
By the time the ma turity stage arrives, the institution
is providing a comfortable workplace environment for
most staff. Leaders are expected to pnwide frequent and
we'll-substantiated arguments as to the need for change.
One of the most difficult tasks is to advocate for change
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THERAPEUTIC LEADERSHIP

John H. Anthony
economicind technological forces hove

and leadership prescriptions which tend to ignore

forged an extroordinary period of change and a time of
exciting opportunity. Changing conditions challenge

the' social and egoistic needs of individuals, Such needs

educational, and corporate leaders in ail

means of involvement in creative %York, a ftvling of
contributing on a worthwhile level, recegnition, and a
sense of accomplishment.
In contrast, a flat-matrix organization promotes
effective working relationships among all constituencies
and is an appropriate vehicle for the therapeutic leader.
This type of organization puts a premium on teamwork.

organizations to throw off the vestige's of past ineffective

management and leadership prachcesones steeped in
control, imageTV, Ntructu re, authoritarianism, power,
fear, and rigidityand to develop and implement new

organizational and leadership practices that allow
greater flexibility, increase' responsiveness, and promote
vision and creativity,

Trod itional concepts of managerial control and
charismatic leadership may have been ettective in
previous Cir4,AMIStanceS. I loweyer, these constructs ark'

simply not designed tor the dynamic nature of contemporary organizations, nor are they we'll-suited to meet
the needs and expectations of increasingly sophisticated
individuals who work in these organizations. Timet% omit practices may actually inhibit the entrepreneurial

spirit ot taking risks and assuming respemsibilities
necessary to maintain vitality within modern institutions, including community colleges.
Simply, people and organizations are more complex
and fluid. The critical challenge to leaders is to mobilize

their organizations and the individuals that comprise
them to work toward comnmnly held goals, purposes,
and shared visions. They must develop ways to resolve
differences between the goals and needs of individuals

and their organizations to allow both to grow and
prosper. Past nlanagement practices and traditional
concepts of leadership are not designed to meet these
challenges. Rather, they require the art and practice ot
therapeutic leadership.
Not to be nUsled by the term, therapeutic leadership
is not a quasi-medical treatment. Therapeutic leadership
is a process and a style of leadership designed to bring
about social interaction and positive' social change in the'
context of organizational and individual needs.

Leadership and Organizational Structure

Unfortunately, most organizations remain
configured in traditional ways. Yet, the very nature of

traditional organizations with pyramidal structures,
formally designated roles, lines of authority, rigidly
defined communication channels, spans of control,
and other formalities encourage managerial control

include a sense of personal value or self esteemi

It effectively and expeditiously carries clear a nd accurate
information to the' decision makers where decisions can
be made at that point closest to the problem. It also
precipitate's the free flow of information where commu-

nications move in all directionsup, down, sideways,

and arounddeveloping both good lateral relationships and communications. The flat-matrix functions on
the' premise that noon.' individual has the intelligence or
energy to respond to increasingly comple and accelerating demands and that input must be obtained from all
those involved. Staff are considered valuable team
members, and they are charged with responsibility for
the we'll-being of the entire institution.
Basic to the therapeutic leadership approach is the
belief that it takes teamwork to get things done in organizations. Leaders build teams with spirit and cohesion,
teams that feel like family, teams that believe, they can
make .1 difference. In order to have an effective team
t her,
ist he harmonic interaction, for the. probability of
slice( increases proportionately with the degree with

which staff harmoniously ad iust themselves to each
other and to their environment.
Role of the Therapeutic Leader
Where all staff are responsible for the well-being of
the entire institution, the' therapeutic leader is responsible for the well-being of all staff, The therapeutic
leader's primary tob is:
a. To help all individuals in an organization feel
good about themselves and their work.
b. To promote and enhance individuals' personal
growth and to build their confi..Lence, and sellesteem,
c. To reduce anxiety in the workplace and emphasize mutual supportiveness among all members
of the organization and community.
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se others to led stronger, independent,

and ;Alike.

To encourage organizational meml"rs to have
fun and enjoy what they are doing.
To be positive and constructive.
To establish and model authentic. open, trusting, and honest relationships.
To ethibit empathy and u mond inal positive
regard for others.
To listen with understanding.

t.

,

:

h.
i.

Communication requires two-way listening, and
the theraileutic kader must be able to commtinkate
effectively. (..tod communications among Mdivid uals
are themselves a l wa theratvut ie. The major barrier to
effective interperstmal communicatitms is the tenden,:y
to ludge and approve or disapprove the statements ot
mhos. tit h judgments Wine from personal frames of

reference. the therapeutic leader listens from and
understands t he ot her persiln's point of view. Therapeutk-

kadership also requires the leader to "know
to know c +nes t icy n sti engths and weaknesses,

hvsel

teelings, and motivations; and to "make thyselfpresenting an honest epressicm ot t mese!,

knt iwn"

to others.

Therapeutic Versus Charismatic Leadership

ot the num popular leadership 'arks currently

espoused in the hterature is that ot the charismatit
kader, style that rehes tin the personal qualities ot
the leader to inspire. Hie premise behind charismatic
leadership is that ptsople want to be led br those they
respet t, admire, and ex en adulate, and that they Ca n he
motivated to give up their own interost to support tht Ise
eyressed by the leader.

organizations, social distance' is much more difficult to
octerna 1
at:hieve. Charismatic kadership

features, such as appearance, tormality, power, and

authoritythe large 1."
On the other hand, therapeutic kadership emphasizes internal characteristics, such as the substance',
integrity, empathy, and genuineness of the kaciert he
small "1," Perhaps largely for these reasons, charismatic
qualities diminish over time while therapeutic qualities
improve', as trust develops and awareness of a leader's
character becomes more apparent. The chalkmge of
moving away from a reliance on the trappings of charismatic leadership to the substance ot therareutic leadership at lords leaders multiple opportuni'a.'s to contribu
to institutional and individual growth .md develtipment

and to attain long lasting, persona: and professional
rewat-Is.

(omnmnity col kges lace enormt

Ikmges in an

increasingly comple. and rapidly hanging ene ironment. To be suck esstul, their leaders need tt adapt their
leadership style's and management practices, requiring
many to cLange fundamentally long-practiced behayirs \ecy leaders must be prepared !Lira future in whit h
therapeutic styles are likely to be nuire effective than
harismatic s.eks 1 he kadershtp ot all constituents cit

the college' community, including boards ot trustees,
faculty, administrators, classified statt, studentsind
cttmniunitv groups, need to develop an appreciation tor
%vim t can be achieved bv participating in an elm) onment

ot open communication, trust, and regard tor the needs
ot others. It is up to the president to model such therapent it. behaviors as a community leader.
'I he future will require' those ot us in such positions
to keep %gar eyes, ears, and minds open. It evil! reqUi re us
to listen and to involve, hi coach and to develop, to emit h

Net ettet live leadership m increasingly comple \ and
changing times has little h, do with k 110 risma . Al tithitk

and to motn Ike, hi risk and to e lvdit, to tare and to
i,itle at km-44NA-,
e press eintern, and to laugh

Vetk'r Prni. kyr, "Charisr,.3 bee t mit's tht Undoing Lit
leaders it makes them intkAibk.." lames Fi her argues
that charismatic leader". intist establish socia; distance
between themselves and those t het. %visit to influence.
tit h distance allows t ha rismatit leaders to maintain a
facade of mysticism confidence shit', poise, and other
qualities that cannot withstand closer view.

In the ttnal analysii-, our isue
w- to bc -only human.'"
fiqm II .1Nthorly
(-01,111111,111tIl
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diann'tric ally opposite to the aim ot therapeutic leadership to promote and sustain social interact it in. Social
interaction rennin's all honest epression of tmeselt, it

111.1c1 t'l CC+ 11,

reqtfires ctingruence betweem selt and role. C ha risma t h:

1.a.st

leadership relies heat ily on inspiration, emotional

alh.lrai
..timmtriLe material :n c.en it'd at
"1.eader-Ilip 2100.- the f
annual tate? nat II mai 1..1141o5,4111

dependence, de vt +tit in, a we, and reverence. Therapeutic

kadership relies on empathy, emotional independence,
self-disclosure, authenticity, and critical self-analysis.

Contrasts between chat ismatic and therapeutic
leadership steles abound. Charismatic leaders tend to
thrive in large bureaucratic, structured, pyramidal
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ETHICAL SUSPICIONS BETWEEN FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS

Donald E. Walker
Accusations of unethical behavior by faculty and
administrators inevitably accompany conflict; however,
truly unethical behavior in colleges is rare. Standards of
right and wrong be havior are fundamental to academia.
Rare cases of misconduct, such as falsifying results of
laboratorv experiments, are widely publicired precisely
because they are so uncommon.

AU in all, academicians are rather high-minded,

the faculty cry out for let,dership, they are really
demanding one who will articulate the faculty value
system clearly and defend it vigorously. Other adminis-

trators are also regarded as employees of the faculty.
They are hired to do the work that will guarantee the
integrity of the teaching and learning process.

The Secular Perspective

ethical people. I lowever, in times of stress, chronic and

deep-seated suspicions surface among faculty and
administrators regarding each others ethics. These
result, in part, from very different perspectives of their

institutions, and the two major competing views,

pietistic and secular, are both rooted in perceptions ot
how a college should operate, not usually in how one

The secular perspective is fundamentally different
than the pietistic, and it is espoused more by administrators than by faculty. The secular view is that colleges are
established Iw society to serve society's purposes, not to
provide good jobs for faculty. If a college fails to meet

these purposes, society can simply withhold support

ictu a Ily does.

lw government action tor public institutions and

The Pietistic Perspective

through donors tor private ones.
Loim/ty to Institution. In the secular view, a college

The pietistic perspective holds that knowledge and
learning are for mankind and the ages. Scholars,

therefore, are responsible to supra-institutional and

supra-cultural mandates, perhaps even to metaphysical

standards of right and wrong. Knowledge is valued
because it is useful to human beings. A scholar's moral
mission is to store, nurture, and augment knowledge
toward that use.
Loyaltu to Discipline. Just as the ultimate loyalty of
a priest is to God rather than to a church, the loyalty of a
scholar is to a discipline rather than an institution. All
scholars have equal authority. Some may have achieved
a greater degree of grace than others, but they will be
ultimately judged in terms of eternal and imperishable
values for which the evidence is never finally in. It
follows that only scholars can judge other scholars; peer
review is the final test. Scholars, then, should also hire
and fire. Only a chemist can say who a good chemist is.
Student as Apprentice. In the pietistic view, faculty

view students as apprentices. They are junior
colleagues, and a faculty member can best assist a
student's development 1w training in preparation for
entrance into a scholarly discipline. The highest calling

for faculty, as for some monastic orders, is to clone
themselves in succession to be keepers of the faith.
Administrator as Servant. This view constrains the
work of administrators, for scholars always work with
colleagues, not for bosses. The president of a college is
viewed as the executive secretary to the faculty. When-

Puhh,heLl f

is not a sanctuary or monastery where scholars are
accountable only to one another or to some abstract
standard of mwalit v. The college, is a service institution.
supported by society because of its value and the unique-

ness of its services, I ience, the public has a right to
intrude into college affairs through duly established
channelsgoverning boards or administrators.
Student as Consumer. The secular perspective also
includes a market mechanism embedded in a college's
relationship to its students. Students are primarily
consumers rather than apprentice's. If they are trainee's,
it is wily in a general sense, rot in a specific, academic
discipline,. Students in recent years have tended to share,

this orientation rather than the more pietistic view of
faculty. Community colleges, in particular, have
responded to students as consumers by continually
changing their curricula to reflect market demands.
Different Perspectives Exacerbate Conflict

To those holding a pietistic view, generally the
faculty, administrators are often seen as slaves of
expedivnev, market-oriented, petty putterers too
willing to subvert scholarship for financial or public

relations gain. At colleges under stress, the differences in
the perspectives of administrators and faculty tend to be

exacerbated, sometimes to the point that each others'
motives or ethics are called into question.

Administrators on troubled campuses tend to be
viewed as Machiavellian, short-sighted, high-handed

the I vague tor Innosoi um in the k.
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individuals too susceptible to external, parochial
pressures, In return, admMistrators under stress are
'predisposed to view faculty as impractical, selfindulgent, self -serving, careless of standards and

procedures when it serves their purposes, and on the
verge of ethical dereliction. Conflicts that ensue from
such different and antagonistic views are illustrated by
the issue ot faculty workload and accountability.

Workload. From a pietistic perspective, calls tor
faculty accountability from administrators are chronically irritating, with the faculty maintaining that their
activities simply cannot he meaningfully measured in
quantitative terms. To faculty, such calls amount to
unethical capitulation ot spineless admiMstra tors to
outside bureaucratic meddlers.
The' stx ti la r %WV% however, holds that service to the
institution as well as to a discipline reiguires faculty to
express their commitments in reasonable amounts of
time spent on campus, posted class schedules and office
hours, and other college duties. Administrators sometimes view faculty as unethical in their reluctance' to
account for their activities and their suspected willingness to dissemble.
From a pietistic point ot view, accounting for workload is like holding a stopwatch on a priest serving mass.
Professors should not be asked to account tor what they
do; their efforts have a moral and creative value that
simply cannot be translated into market terms. From the
secular perspective, if faculty are indeed priests, then
administrators are the faithful who drum up support,
and even construct, the cathedral. Administrators are
experts in their own right, and they know how to get
,

things done. Faculty members lack the time, or the

interest or ability, to arrange the ordinary affairs of the
college; if left to their own devices, they would not do so.

Apart from the question ot whether workloads
should be measured at all, the pietistic view is that
faculty should decide how their ettorts are to be distributed, how many courses will be, offered, the nature of
those course's, and the opt im um number of students in a
class.

Ideally, they believe that individual faculty

members should account for their own efforts, for the

work of scholars is not place-bound and cannot be
judged exclusively as a campus activity, Work is best
carried out where scholars work best. To require faculty
to teach an inflexible number of hours, maintain a set
office schedule, or to be on campus a stated period of
time is inappropriate and counterproductive.
Secularists counter that experience belies avowals
that if rules are unwritten and informal that matters will
order themselves. They argue that legitimate' standards
of work and effort can be determined and that faculty
quality and output can be judged efkctively by observation and common sense. Administrators tend to view
faculty who insist on the unquantifiable character of the
creative process as unproductive, as confusing worry
about working with work itself. Administrators insist on

playing a role in this process because professional
courtesy prohibits faculty from exercising rigorous
restraints en- standards over one another.

in times of financial stress, those: holding the pietistic

view believe. economically mandated cutbacks shouki
be effected by releasing ad mMistrators, Afterall, administrators serve the faculty, and the' faculty can simply
decide' to be satisfied with fewer WrvicVS. Those holding
the secular perspective, primarily administrators,

respond that it would make more sense to conserve

administrators to continue basic colkge functions and to
ask the remaining faculty to increase their loads by a few
students. Each side views the other in such conflict
situations as callous and ethically imbecilic.
Affirmative Action. Pietistic and secular views also
clash over affirmative, action. It is not that college's are
inhabited with bigots, but the pietistic value' system does
not allow consideratitmsot sex or race to enter into hiring
decisions torscholars. At firmative action considerations
are viewed as unethical intrusions.

The secular point of view, however, hokis that

insensitivity to minorities and to women undermines

basic constitutional guarantees and the rules of a

democratic society. Therefore', outside intrusion is
morally justified and necessary if reasonable affirmative
action standards are not met. Suspicions of unethical
behavior surround such issue's precisely because both
sides believe that they have taken the high moral ground.

This , mtline ot the extremes ot the pietistic and
secular perspective's is probably sufficiently recognizable to irritate all parties. Resentments arise not so often
from the actions of others as from the interpretations ot
t hose actions. Yet, both pietistic a nd secular perspectives

are correct, justifiable, and ethical to considerable
Society recognizes, perhaps imperfectly, that
academic professionals require freedom and latitude if
they are to serve society we'll. Faculty also recognize,
degrees.

with varying levels of awareness, that the academic
world is perceived differently by outsiders, ald they
can sometime's appreciate the role of administrators in
mediating those differing views.
The academic leadership of a colkge has a major role
and responsibility to mitigate the etlucal suspicions that
arise out of the differences between pietistic and secular
views. Leadership must create an environment where

dialectical change is encouraged, where people deal
with one another not as scoundrels but as colleagues,
and where differing interests are resolved in ways that
reduce tension and permit action. A growing awareness
of the virtues of shared governance provide's a climate
for conflict resolution that can be nurtured to the mutual
gain of all.
Poiratit L. Walker is chaiwellor Grossmont-Cmiamaca
community (7(7lleNc niqrift, 11 Cajon, CalifOrnia. ik is
author of Tlw Effective Admhnstrator 97' pithilShed 11t/
/its:wit-Bass.
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is abstracted from "7 he President as Ethical
Leader Of the Campus" in Neu. DirectionsPr ligher Educatam, .33 (1981) from flu. ;iiine publisher.
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VISIONARY LEADERSHIP AND LONG-RANGE PLANNING

Jeff Hockaday and Don Puyear
All serious col k.ge leaders engage in planning for the

Identifying Issues to Be Resolved

tuture of their institutions. Manning models of various
kinds have come in and out of fashion. Unfortunately,

A long-range plan must speak to the issues about

too many of these models have been overly complex and

which college con stit uents are concerned. The effectiveness of the process for identifying issues that affect the

cumbersome and have contributed to some reluctance

among community college leaders to invest scarce
resources i n elaborate planning processes,
I lowever, long-range planning does not need to be
an uninspiring exercise in data collection and projectitm.
Rather, a well-conceived planning prtwesscan be used to
create a vision ot what an institution can become and of
alternative strategies for realiring that vision. Planning
can be used to inspire constituents and invigorate their
tortN to achieve the college's full potential.

The style of planning espoused in this paper is
concerned about vision and leadership, It has little to do
with the compilation of statistics or the prescription of
future decisions so often called long-range planning. It

is a 'Style that both requires leadership and can assist
leaders tt prepare their institutions fora vigortms future.
This step-bv-step, long-range planning process is that
employed by the Virginia Community College SYstem.

future of the institution is of critical importance to the
credibility of the planning and the validity of the results.
A Committee on the Future of the Virginia Community College System, appointed by the state board in

February 1988, provided direction to the planning
process. It issued a call for papers through a system widt:
newsletter as well as the system's normal administrative

channels. This call tor papers described the planning
process, provided a list of topics that the committee
envisioned would be addressed ia the plan, and asked
any interested parties to ex press their views, concerns, or

positions regarding those topics. Over one hundred
papers wert. received; all colleges in the system %%ere
represented. Faculty, staff, adnUnistrators. and board

members contributed individually or in groups. The
papers ranged from one-page position statements to
tomes of thirty or more pages. All papers were reproduced, arranged by subject, bound, and distributed to

Developing Consensus Regarding Mission

participants in the planning workshop that followed.

The first vssential step in planning is to develop
consensus regarding an institution's mission. Since the
mission defines what is ultimately to be accomplished, it
is impossible to Make meaningful progress t. wyard
defining goals or strategies until there is general agreement on mission. One cannot simply assume that there

Reconciling Issues and Mission

is consensus regarding mission because no one has
objected to the present statement. The formal mission
statement needs to be examined periodically through a
deliberate, institutionwide process. If a change is indicated, then the first outcome of the process is the charge
to revise the mission. If no change is called for, the
mission is reaffirmed and constituents are reminded of
its content. This updated or reaffirmed mission statement is the standard by which issues that emerge in the
course of the planning process are evaluated.
In 1983, the Virginia Community Colkge System

employed a systemwide task force and a three-day
workshop to examine its mission statement. Only slight

modifications resulted, hut there was a heightened
awarer...ss and understanding of the mission as a result
of the process.

3'

Puhkhed h t ht. I

Issues must bt., reconcikd with the mission and thy
political and practical realities in which the institution
tunctions. Matters of great concern to some may be of
little interest to others. Many issues are complex, and
there will be competing strategiessome mutually
exclusivefor addressing them. There are a number of
methodologies to assist a group develop consensus.
Whatever process is employed, however, the consensus
must be genuine a nd as represen tative of all institutional

constituents as possible. If consensus is not possible,

then the majority and significant minority positions
must be considered as the long-range plan is developed.
In the Virginia process, the papers described above.'
and other readings provided a background for members

of a "Committee of lin" This committee included
representatives of business and industry; other state
agencies; local college boards; the state board; and
college administrators, faculty, staft. and students. It
met for a thrt..e-dav workshop in September 1988, when

the members participated in a charrette (a consensus-

mr okat ion ;n thu Commilnitt Colkw and the Commun0 Colk-sge I eadershp Program.

tirters;4 of Texas at Austin wth support iron) the W I Kellogg I oundauon,

building group process) and made specific reeommendations on a number of issues facing the system.
The recommendations of the Committee elf. WO
provided the basis tor the SVstern's kmg-range plan,
Ti +ward the Year 2001t: The Futi re at the Virginia CommunitY

,';11'stc7u Whidt tvas unveikd at the VCI'S Animal

Meeting in November lt)SS. Issues addressed in the
king-range plan were discussed in detail at several of the
annual meeting .,essions,

listablishing Priorities

\ lere issues are likely to emerge than can be
addressed simultaneously. Various recommendations
evil} compete tor time and resources. While all of the
retommendations mar be vahd and even important,
onl a port it m ot them can receive attentitm at the '..4111W
I rne. heretore, the ctmsensus-buikiing process must be

tAttmied ti) establish the priority ot thy recommendations. In many ways, this is the more difficult proco-s.
sin*. I.' pert cput

et ty inners a nd losers are una void able.

l'ilorities tor Virginia's systemwide reconlimmdat ions were established by the state board atter it insiderng the results ot two meetings with local college board

hairmen and a questiemnaire addressed to a broad

non ot VCCS leaders, faculty, staff. and

students I 'riorities tor recommendations addressed to
wen, determined
the

publicired. An appropriate cekbration is in order when
a motor recommendation is accomplished. There is
nothing unethical about placing a relatively easy, but
popular, recommendation (should there be one) on the
top of the agenda, accomplishing it qukklY, and letting
all who are interested know it. The point is that participants must feel that the time and energy that went into
the planning effort made a difference.
A number of recommendations were accomplished
quickly in Virginia. Recommended change's in both
board policy and kgislation MTV under way before the
plan was complete. A proposal to recognize outstanding t....adwrs met with enthusiastic approval and was
implemented even while the priority-setting process
was continuing. These early accomplislmients created a
positive ch mate and made setting priorities much easier.
Further, the questionnaire results demonstrated that a
number of the recommendations represented a continuation of current practice thigh in importance but kny in
perceived c ha nge t roln CUrrent practice). It %va% rel a t Nei VasY to produce reaffirmation of these practices.
Task force meetings and other activities related to
the plan are' regularly reported at meetings, in a 110Vsletter, and in written reports distributed widely throughout the' !,Y*40111. I'regre.s on accomplishing the !Wont°
mulidations of the long-range plan trill be a major topic
ot the net VC('" annual meeting in November 1,-)Sq.

A well-contvit ed long-range planning process

N1ohilizing to Accomplish Priorities

provides the opportunity to e\ercise visitmarv leadership. !such leadership provides a process, with reason-

1:4t,rous., isiblcmd Valid activity must be directed
tow a rd the al cennplishment ot rectmimendations established aS high put >rities. l'ec ipk. throughout the instiffitn,n and bet endmust see that the planning prot, ess
host aused things to be better than they otherwise would
hat been. \ben this is act timplished the process w ill be
seen as ha\ mg, value, and enthusiasm trill be generated
tor both the prot es, and the re-ffits,
I n irginio, the telkity ing sia task tort es were named
the more urgent recommendathms emerging
tt e add
from the planning process: ( ;vneral Fducation; Faculty
TdcktimIlittnik,lOttpment;
and !...,tatt I
thlts: on tint] i ng 1 ducatien and \ on-( redit Instruc-

able parameters, in which those who have responsibilitV
tor the enterprise ca n determine to somedegreeits future
and in which those who participate Carl Colin' to claim

st,me tnynership, Planning is a process ot giving and
taking. ot aligning hopes with institutional and political
reali tv, and ot prioritizing the outee inws ot del iberat ms.
eadership can keep all considerations within the scope
of that w hich has been determined to be the missitm ot

the enterprise. Demographic projections and other
statistics provide background intormation. They are
useffil, but they do not drive the planning process.
Rather, visionary leaders enable' others to participate. in
planning the. future' ot their 14

onoma I )evelopment and Adult I iteract-, and
the \ la-ter Ilan kir ( olleges, Ca nipusesind Fat 'hue.,
t-ontlude their trt irk
he ta,k kin es are ,c heduled
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Providing Accountability and Reinforcement
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I _one,- range planning represents a considerable
commitment of time, and resources. Therefore, it is both
necessary and appropriate to demonstrate that the process is a wise and prudent e pen d I tu re of those resources.
One stratt.r,y for accomplishMg this responsibility is to
provide regular reports on results to both leadership and
cimstituent. Adivities that take place to address tlw
recommendations developed in the plan should be well-
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RETAINING A PEAK-PERFORM1NG PRESIDENT

Terry Manion
It is widely accepted that the most important task of
a board of tnistees i!, to select the right presi&nt for the
job. It follows that the second most important task of a
board is to bold on to a president when it has a good one.
Various reports and commissions conclude that the
presidency of a college or university is a difficult, if not

a president must bear the full brunt ot attack. %lore than
one president has left a position because of lack of board
support in such situations. If the board does not support
the presideot when he or she is correct or carrying, out
boarti consensus, the bond between board and president
will quickly dissolve. Quality presidents have many job
options, and few will work for a nonsupportive board.
Boards should also support outstanding presidents
in performing the' multiple and complex tasks of leading
and managing colleges by providing highly competent

impossible, job, and the' presidency of a community
college is even less attractive than others. Given this
picture, a board would be well-advised to make every

effort to hold on to a president who is a peak performer.

If the' institution is functioning efficiently and

administrative staft and secretaries; up-to-date offike
equipment; and special services from speech writers,

effectively, if the' climate' of the college is positive and

all constituents are committed to enhancing student

public relations experts, and political consultants.

learning, if the president and board work well together, it

the' president is we'll-established in the community, a
good board will not allow a good president to get away
and take a chance on a replacement

Professional Development

A board can prevent a president from leaving

the institution out of boredom by paving attention to

Challenge and Support

his or her need for continuing personal and protessitmal
development.
Affiliation and Peer Support. Pro.idents often lead
lonely live's. Conventional wisdom has admoaished
them not to develop close personal relatkinsh4rs with
board members, faculty, or staff. In the community, they
almost always live behind their public masks as represen-

A board that wants to hold on to its excellent president must build a balanced climate in which the board
both challenges and supports the president in leading
and managing the college'. If challenged to be the very
best president possible, a peak performer will view the
college as a place worthy of loyalty and commitment.
Challenge. Challenge should come, however, as part
of a climate in which support is a key element. Board

tatives of the college at the cost of authentically rich
personal relationships. Presidents, then, need and

should be encouraged and supported to develop

members can cha kmge a president to expa nd vision, take

a fti liations with state and national professional organizations and to form fleet- networks for support.
Growth and Development. Boards should also grant

risks, build community, and explore new approaches

when the president knows the board also supports these
efforts. If challenge is pettyquestioning small expendi-

peak performers administrative leaVeS to foster their

tures, reviewing appointments in too much detail,

growth and development. Three months paid leave every
three' years or Si Mon t hs leave every five years are
popular models. Some top presidents may wish to teach
in a local university or provide key leadership for developing a local museum or symphony orchestra. They may
want time away from day-to-day demands to reflect and
to write about their experiences and their ideas. Support
tor such activities can help secure a president's allegiance.
Change and Contribution. Quality presidents thrive'

directly administering programs or activitiesit will be
difficult for such a board to keep an excellent president or

attract a good replacement. Challenge must come in a
carefully constructed climate of mutual trust and respect
in which a president can take joy in accomplishments.
Presidents will not usually be looking around for other
positions in the presence of healthy challenge's.

Support. Support from the board is crucial both to
maintaining the president's commitment to the institution and ability to serve the institution effectively. Even

on new ideas and proiects. The daily administrative
routine wears them out, but they are revived when able to
plan a new building, organize a new program, or develop
a liaison with college leaders from another countrv.

in the best of colleges, situations will arise that require the
board to express, sometimes publicly, its support of the

president. Personnel problems and controvemial pro-

Outstanding community college presidents often
wish to serve as mentors, advisers, and teachers of the'
next generation of leaders, and they do so with immense
satisfaction. Boards should encourag,e their peak
performers to make these contributions for the good of
keommunity colleges and for the satisfaction that accrues
to the president from service well given.

grams are' often flashpoints for conflict in the institution
or community, and a president is the most visible target.
During, collective bargaining, the president is a clear
target for the tensions and frustrations that can accompany negotiations. Board members and union members
fineisafety in numbers or in offices temporarily held, but

.1
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Salaty and Benefits

one-year terms, and many colleges rotate board chairs
based on seniority While these a pproaches may seem fair
and politically sound, they do not guarantee that the best
boat-Li chair iy :1l 1x selected. Changing board chairs every
Year can be as disturbing to the' institution as changing
presidents every Year would
An outstanding board
that wants to hold on to an outstanding president should
consider rhanging its policies to allow tor the' best board
chair to be elected, even if that means the same person will
hold office as chair tor a number of years.
.

The board that is highly satkfied s "h its president
shouki have a long-range plan to support that president
to retirement and beyond, always with the contingency
that the president continues top-quality perhyrmanct%

Salary. Some great presidents have been lost bv

boards on a margin of 10,000. Yet, the seardi process to
replace the president lost win cost from '4;10,000w ti,30,000,

not to mention the increase in salary probably required by
the next president plus relocation costs. The other costs of

changeexpended time and energy, increased internal

One' of the' chair's primary responsibilities is to

stress, adjustments to style differences, loss of continuity

manage other board members, and only the. best hoard
chair can do this eftectivelv. An effective board chair

Salary should seldom be the reason tor losing a good
president. The board must deal with the realities of the

the board as a whole and not for any individual member;
and understands splits, personality clashes, and political
divisions within the board as his or her primary responsibility to resolve', rather than tho president's.

other local and state officials, faculty salaries, and percep-

orienting new members to the special style and culture. of

and community contacts, and program disruption--can
be even more substantial. It usually takes an institution
two to three years to stabilize when presidents change,
and if the replacement does not work out, the institution
can be harmed imnwasurably.

local en vironmentlimitatitms placed by salaries ot

tions of fellow board members who may earn low
salaries. A board that wants to ktvp its president will
recognize and deal with these limitations. Board
members can assure themselves of the value. of their
president by studying the compensation package's of
other leading community college presidents and by
becoming knowkdgeahle of their president's natitmal
marketability. They should attempt to educate' local and

state officials, faculty, and others of the value of their

investment in the' president and their intention to

maintain and enhance. that ihvestment.
Benefits. It local and stait.. circumstance's do not
permit the SI (ONO plus salaries top comnnmitv colkge
presidents command. boards will need to design creative
benefits to hold on to a leader of proven quality. Boards

can enhance base salary witli supplements from the

colleges foundation; pay $(1,500 at fhe beginning ot each
year into a 403(b) plan tor retirement; Ny the president's
contribution to the state retirement plan; provide special

annuities and insurance policies; commit to an annual

suppk.ment of $5,000 to SI (L)W for each Year served to be.

paid following retirement; and commit to lifetime' health
benefits for a return Ctimmitment of years served. Boards

can grant hmg-term contracts, increase vacation days,

support annual physicals, provide' consulting days,
purchase automobiles, pay for liability and disability
insurance., pay proftNsitmal and club membership dues,

and provide spouse travel. When salary increase's are
politically impossible, a home or housing allowance can

help keep a peak performer. Top community colkge
presidents receive most of these benefits in addition to an
attractive. salary.

Help from the Board Chair

A peak-performing president deserves a peak-

wrforming board chair, one that can establish a finely
honed working relationship between the board and
president and can foster an effective culture and style for
doing college business. The selection of the board chair,
then, can be critical to retaining a top president.
Most community college board chairs are ekcted for

frequently reminds other members of the difference
between policy and administration; forcefully reminds
the occasural transgressor that the president works tor

BOard members must also take an active role in

the board. A retreat, early in the. tenure of new board

members, can signal the
continu ing board members
give. to their membership. It can Troy
opport u nit it's for

all participants to review programs and to make' and

renew commitments to the special bonds and culture' that
have" proven effective. A special feature should Ilea frank
discussion ot the value. of the president to the. institution

and the' board's responsibility for maintaining and

enhancing that value. The. board chair or other respected

board member must lead this discussion and help new
board members understand the' rationale behind the

president 's salary and benefits, staff development opportunities, and challenge. and support from the' board.

Almost every major study of leadership in higher

education points to the president as the' key to an

institution's effectiveness and reputation. In community
colleges, there' is not a surplus of these peak-performing
presidents. A bi ward that wishes to retain t he service's of an

outstanding president or wishes to attract such a president miist itself be a special board, a board that is willing
to eNercise leadership by supporting its president in some.
or all ot the. way s suggested here. An ecel lent board will
pay attention to the second most important role' of the.

boar& maintaining and holding on to an outstanding

president. If the board does not pay sufficient attention to
this role., it will spend an inordinate amount of time on the
most important role of the. hoard: employing a president.
employing a president, and employing a president.
Abstracted lw permission from a n article. ot the same
name in vl-rur.tee Quarterly Wall 14S4) the iounial of the.
Associatitm ot Community College Trustees.
CYRattiott j exeilifiVe direatIr of MC Leasue for
Innovation in the Community College. le is codiredor ot.the
Kellogg Leadership Project . i joint initiative of the Leasue and
The tiniversiht of Texas at Ails! in to assist leadership developinmt in communit colfrges. Leadership Al,st rads isot ofthe
components tit. that proiect.
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TEN PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGING TI.IF FINANCES OF A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

Herrington J. Bryce
1 ht management ot every nonprofit organi/ation,
int hiding a community college, may be viewed as
having three distinct challenges: I f to uphold and
adt ante the nUssion of the organi/ation. 2) to twerset .
the pertorma lice of the organi/ation's personnel, and

ot the college to hint lion_
2. Assure Regular Financial Reporting. I he set ond

1) to advance and preserve its financial well-being. Each
ot these is a malor task demanding its own expertise.
Most presidents dekgate the financial management
ot the 4..oIlege to a trusted, senior-level adminktrator

ou t a long stream of early warning. A specific dot eat h
month should beset aside during which the chief tinancial officer g ives both a written and an oral report. At a
minimum, the report should show variances ot at t nal
revenues and expenditures tr.. mi what was planned.
I:very accountant knows how this is done. lor the
chief etecutive officer, these variances art, earl% warn.
ings. They indicate when the college is oft ctiurse, and
the financial officer should be expected to provide et planation,. that make sense. There are mu mvteriou'-.. alt-cProbable consequences ot these variances need to be
exph wed, Sonwtimes they can signal orp.,rtuniot, it
sat ings: more often, they warn ot impending pn !Hem,
.3. Distinguish Between Restricted and Unrestricted
lumls. A third principle is ts. keep a clear dist nit I m ,J1
between restricted and unrestricted to
00 mail\
presidents have tailed to appret iate that rest rit ted tint),
are restricted by latv. 1 hese restrit tit ns. k holier the%

principle is to keep a continuous flow of up-to-date
ink IT motion reported in tt [king and orally-. Hie tat t
that there Me tc.1%* financial problems which occur iV It h-

with expertise and experience in tinancial affairs.
1 lotVeVer, wink, delegation enhances efficiency, it does

not remove liability nor ultimate responsibility. ken.
chiet etecuti Ye officer is not only legally accountable tor

decisions made in the financial area, but the failure of
Mort' than one presidency can be traced to serious deficiencies in the management of the college's t net's.

tVhile college presidents ore not and cannot be

et rvct vd to be financial wiiards. there are basic
print pies whit Ii may increase a president's effectiveness in Managing the tinancial attain. ot a ct )llege. I lore
are ten.

Basic Principles of Financial Management

are assigned by donors or ht government. cannot IN.
I. 1)0 Nut Confuse Mission with Institution. .1 he

most fundamental print iple is that the mission of the

broken at the will of the duet etet ut it e ottit.er Ibex ,}tv
ontl lii,t)t her ',h.q. tenon. litth

college shtnild not he contused with the institution ot the

taretully, and funds must not be ct mmlingled t

t ()liege. .1 he ovtraIl nlission of a college is to ad vance t he

specif ic authority to do so.

public welfare through tducational activities. Apart
from its missions, however, the college iN an /A lmomik
institution charged kgally and morally with raising and
managing immey and other scarce resources. It is

4.

and related principle is to learn to read titiont la I
statements. The budget is merely a dot ument tot
planning and control. Lntortunatelv, too many e \et u
lives never learn to master balance sheets, int time state
ments, and statements of changes in financial posititm.

thrtnigh the proper management of tlw ectmomic institution that the mission of the college is accomplished.

Ibis is the niost fundamental principle because
without financial resources, no colkge can discharge its
mission. Furthermore, prisidents who fail to draw a

sharp distinction between mission and institution
invariably leave a financial mess behind. T1
...ley mar be
praised for their educational leadership, the programs
they developed, their personalities, and their appoint-

ments, hut condemned for financial mismanagement
a consequence that has long-lasting effects on the ability

l.earn It, Reml Financial Statements. .1 Jowl h

onsequentlY, many are unable to interpret the at t
ing data which accompany their annual report. -1st.% en
exet.-utive who has had a bad financial tAperienk-u
attest, this is where the real story lies.

Financial Statentents art' representatiOns ot tat I.
Unlike budgets, they document what happened- not
.what was planned to have happened. A simple ratio
'produced lw dividing the current assets by the urrent
liabilities shown on the balance sheet speaks volumes.
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The greater the number over one, the more solvent the
college is. If the ratio is close to or below one, the college

can expect to have pnlblems paying its bills within the
current year.
5. Avoid Self-Dealing. A fifth principle is to bovare
of traps of self-dealing. The issue goes beyond image; it
is a matter of law. Transactions between a college and its
management (including the board of directors, Motives,

A

and business assodates) must be at arm's length. The
financial officers of a college must always be prepared to

demonstrate that any transaction benefits the college.
Unintentional self-dealing has destroyed presidents
who were confident that the's, had proper explanations.
The issue is not impropriety, but the kgal issue of selfdealing and attribution.
6. Understand the Local &money. A sixth principle
is to hare a good understanding of theecononw in which
the community college exists. As an economic institution, the college has both inputs and outputs. (Vportu-

the more debilitating legislativi, renwdies proposed k
those who believe that nonprofits---espec iallv t-olleges,
universities, and hospitalshare been abusive. College
presidents need to be sensitive to accusations of unfair
business practices while insisting on providing produk ts
and services that directly benefit their students.

S. Get to Know the College's Auditor. An eighth
principle is to develop a rapport with the colleges
auditor. This includes appreciating the fact that an
auditor's responsibility is to judge whether the pri
dures which are being followed by the colleges titiane it) I
officers are in keeping with good accounting principles.

Auditors are primarily concerned with reaMmable' and
objective standards e)t accotmting, clear and proper

reporting of transactions, and properly discharged
accountability. Over time, a college can benefit t rom the
ix pert insights tit an auditor who comes to understand in

nities for advancing the institution and its mission

sonic detail the complexities of college t)pera tit ms
9. Appreciate' the Beth' of Private Contributions. A
ninth principle is to appreciate the role of private contri-

arise on both ends. Each actual and potential output of

butions and how these may be obtained. Colleges have,

the college should be listed and a determination madv

come to understand the importance of three income
streams other than tuitions and government subsidies:
I) revenue's from business activities; 2 retu rns oil investments, and 3) private contributions, Colleges that
succecd in private fund raising engage in systematic
et forts directed by the highly skilled professional staff of
a college foundation. It is critical that the director he

of how each might benefit both the college' and its
community. Major inputs should be identified to determine if each mar be' obtained at a lower cost.

An understanding of the local economy can also
prove invaluable to financial and strategic planning for
the college. Tax and zoning laws affect plant acquisition;
maintenance costs affect decisions about closing and
retrofitting buildings. Identifying sunk costs, fixed
costs, variable costs, and direct and indirect costs can
help rein in annual operational expenses. l earning how
to market t he out put s $f the col kge-- -students, tacil it les.
courses, expertise, and so on-----can assist in making the

college both rekTant to the community and financially
stable at the same time.

Be Sensitive to Unfair Business Practice's. A

7.

seventh principle is to be sensitive to the problem of
unfair competio, Ili with local businesses Related to
iN it v to the 'Lica! eccintiniv, the key is to learn to

distinguish between related and unrelated business
income. The tormer relates to re% enues derived trom
program-related activities, that is, those which are part
of the normal conduct ot the mission ot the college. The
latter refers ttt business revenues derived from activities
which are peripheral to the college mission.
The simplest example's relate to what a college besikstore' can sell; texts, pencils, and notebooks are safely
related to the ed ucational mission. Clot hing, com puters,

and sundries may raise the ire of competing local
merchants. The college's sale of services to the commu-

nity requires even greater sensitivity.

10, Assure nut ill maeues?rs Understand Financial
Principles. A tenth principle is to share good tinam 1,11
and strategic management awareness and practices with
all college managers. They too have a responsibility for
the tinancial well-being of the college, and eadi C,111

ill)rtwse undesirable' and sometimes crippling costs MI
the college Ma nv a college president's career has been
cut short by others who do not have the foggiest under
standing or appreciation ot the college as an economic
institution. It is the chief executive officer's responsibility to make sure they learn.

HerriVen

lir 1 'Itviht l'refes,or
HusineNs
iq ration at the Collese of William aud Alan/.
Williamsburs, irstnia 111 1' author of Financial and SI ra
toNic is.lailasyment !Or Nonprofit Orsimi.:atilins, imlulisliett Int
Prentice Hall I 1987). The principles summarized in finnbsfint
i!'tracf form the basis fq the hot i, whit h has ret
!la! critical acclaim.
J.

Pty.(' is

/

Main' colkge-

related associations have been forced to tend oft some ot

3t)
Don thitie env vdti,

completely versed in t he legal and financial complexities
of operating a nonprofit foundation. It is helpful if the
president is also aware of the specific rules a nd regulations governMg such toundations.
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INTUITIVE MANAGEMENT

Roger C. Andersen
Sophisticated systems to assist management
processes have become the expected norm in all
types of organizations. Systems for budgeting,
strategic planning, personnel administration, and
decision making have proliferated, particularly as
advances in information technology have made
greater sYstematization ever more affordable.
Beginning in the 1q(10s, the rational manager

has systematically replaced the wily veteran
manager with his finger in the air sensing the

direction of the wind. In the 1480s, to counter initial

overzealous adoption of technocratic principles,

the rational manager has also been trained to
acquire a humanistic edge, participatory inclinations, and the ability to articulate vision.
Lost in this faith in rational systems, however,
has been a proper respect for the positive role that
intuition can play in both the management and
leadership of organizations ranging from multinational corporations to rural community colleges.

The left brain controls how individuals process

information, perceive the world, interact with
others, approach problem solving, and make

In general, the dominating left
hemisphere causes them to look at life in a
predominantly rational, linear, procedural,

dei2isions.

analytical, logical, and mechanical manner. On the

other hand, the right brain houses creativity,
originality, imagination, emotions, and intuition.

It influences individuals to perceive life in a

nonlinear, artistic, spatial, emotional, meditative,
holistic, and spontaneous manner.

During their early years of development,

children have a balanced brain duality. As they
approach adolescence, the balance shifts from a
right-brain orientation to left-brain dominance.
For practicality and convenience, schools and
workplaces induceand continuously reinforce leftbrain abilities. Right-brain usage often encounters
skepticism or ridicule. The emphasis on rational

intellectual development eventually results in

Defining intuition

Derived from the Latin inthire, meaning

"looking, regarding, or knowing from within,"
Webster's dictionary defines intuition as "the
power of knowing, knowledge obtained without
recourse to inference or reasoning, a quick ready
apprehension." Intuition is spontaneous, nonrational enlightenment. It is a sudden flash of
awareness, a quick insight, a gut feeling. It is often

experienced as a flush feeling of euphoria and
described with phrases like "Eureka!" ("I have
found it!"); "Aha!"; or "Yes, that's it!"

Intuition is more than a hunch, instinct,

or simply wishful thinking. It is the instant

ac-

quisition of knowledge without conscious

thoughtthe absolute certainty upon discovering

the right answer.

Misconceptions Regarding Intuition

Those in top management and teadership
positions interested in exploring the potential

application of intuition in their work often
encounter strong peer pressure and face the stigma

associated with an unscientific or illogical

approach to the real world of management.
I lowever, much of this mistrust results from a
hasic misunderstanding of intuition and how the
brain processes information. Others misinterpret
the use of intuition to mean that decisions will be
based on feelings rather than facts. Such a position

makes intuition a threat since it would replace
highly developed and trusted left-brain abilities.
But Mtuition is most effectively used when it

Brain Duality and Dominance
All people use both hemispheres of their brains

from time to time, but the left hemisphere exerts
strong dominance over most thoughts and actions.
Published b% the I ougue

strong left-brain dominance, a pattern which continues and intensifies throughout nu)st lifetinWS.

k

supplements, not supplants, rational decisionmaking techniques. In a brain partnership with
rational thought, intuition can empower individu* to work more effectively, efficiently, and most
important, intelligently.
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can trigger a reaction from the right brain and

Developing Intuition

vice versa.

One of the exciting aspects of intuition is its
unpredictability; like lightning it is not possible to

Almost all researchers and writers claim that
intuition can be developed, although a person must
be willing and committed to learn how to reawaken
and redevelop the right brain.

know if and when it will strike. However, research
has confirmed that by understanding and developing one's intuition, both the quality and quantity of
intuitive flashes can be improved.

A critical first step to developing intuition is
learning to recognize or listen to intuitive signals
being sent from the brain. These messages are

usually screened out as being irrationalwhich

Implications for Aigher Education

they are. Learning how to tune in to one's intuitive
radar is required to make use of such nonrational

Leaders in colleges and universities, as well

as their counterparts in government and the
corporate world, have come to recognize the

thoughts that have previously been studiously
ignored.

limitations of decision-making processes based
primarily on sophisticated management
information systems and rationalistic approaches

Time is another constraint to using intuition.

Intuitive flashes generally occur only after a
lengthy process of reflection and information

to problem solving. Such systems can be
confounded, especially when challenged to

processing bv the right brain. In highly timemanaged and structured work environments, it is

provide answers in an increasingly irrational,
unpredictable, and constantly changing world.
Some are exploring the use of intuition as one
way to mainstream creativity, imagination, and
innovation into the management environment, as
well as to provide enlightened leadership for their
organizations.
The distinguishing characteristic of successful
college presidents in the 1990s and beginning of

often not possible to afford the luxury of thinking
about any particular matter for very long. CEOs
need to move on with their busy agendas, and most
feel the need to be in rational control at all times.

As leaders, CEOs make the rules, determine

schedules, set deadlines, and hold others accountable; they must model similar behaviors.
However, an individual cannot make intuition
happen. The trick is to provide the most conducive
environment in which to allow it to occur.

the twenty-first century will be their ability to

anticipate and react to an unprecendented rate of
change. They will need to develop truly unique
approaches by offering fresh initiatives which are
flexible, timely, and responsive. The report of the

Situations Conducive to Using Intuition

Some leadership or management situations
where intuition has proven to be valuable include
the following:

Commission on the Future of Community Colleges

also argues that presidents, "must not only be
effective day-to-day administrators, but also
leaders inspired by, and able to convey, a larger
educational vision."
Intuition can play an important role in helping
community college leaders meet these challenges.
It can lead to creative, ima*inative programs and

a. decisions which involve a high degree of risk
or uncertainty

b. problems with little precedent but several
possible solutions

c. situations where data are limited or

services which can provide a college with a

unavailable
d. problem-solving or brainstorming sessions
e. top management crises
f. projections and planning
g. personnel matters (especially hiring)

competitive advantage and an enviable strategic
position for the future. It can help make sense of a
world of bewildering choices and provide a vision
of the roles and responsibilties of their colleges in
that world.

When challenged by an unexplored frontier
or new direction, intuition can assist in generating

Roger C. Andersen is president of Adirondack

original alternatives. These options should then
be subjected to the same standards of verification
as ones arrived at by purely rationalistic means.
In addition, flashes of insight often follow the
exhaustive use of logic and reason. The left brain

Community College in Queensbury, New York. He has
lectured and conducted workshops on intuitive management throughout the country during the past five years.
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EDUCATION AN D THE REVITALIZATION OF URBAN AMERICA

John E. Jacob
rh National Urban league has taken as its theme,
racial parity bv the year 2000. It will ta ke a huge national

ettort to reach that goal. It will require education, job,
and economic development programs that %yin pnwide
opportunities tor white and African American poor.

War by outproducing the enemy. Fifty years later. the
difference is that those factory jobs are either gone or
now require higher levels of skills and schooling. This
means that if the nation is going to win the global economic war, it is going to have to train and educate the
pelle it has previously relegated to the margins.

A Study of Two Decades of Progress

A recent National Urban Lgue study comparing
statistics for iLoti7 and 1985 Ind kates that African Amerit ns haye mad little progress, if any, in achieving parity

syith whites. Black unemployment has grown worse

sin e 1%7'. The ratio of Blacks in executive and managerial jobs has advanced ,t) slowly that it will take 54 years
at 4:urrolt rates ot progress to achieve parity. The situ-

ation tor family income is even worse. In 1967, Black
family income Was 54 percent that of white families; in
1985, it was 57 percent, Black poverty is triple that of
white families; it will take Iti9 years at current rates for

his is why governnwnt officials are calling tor the
schools to do a better lob. This is why corporate leaders
are fighting tor schoo reform, for day care centers, mid
for literacy programs. It is not that r-est, kaders has e
suddenly got religion, have suddenly decided that it is
wrong to miseducate and to ignore human needs. It is
that they have finally understood that their own tate is
tied to the tate ot the minority poor, that the so-t oiled
underclass has to become middle class it this t ountrs Is
to survive and prosper as a world leader.

So, a window of opportunity has opened to bring

about the changes that poor people need. to create

Black and white families to suffer the same poverty rates.
The one econtmlically important area where the gap
appea N to be closi ng faster is education. At current rates

opportunities that have been only dreams. The natitm
must invest in its human n:sources and make an all-out
effort to create opportunities tor the disadvantaged.
Initially, the focus will be on education because it is

rates will be t lw same in I:, years. For colk.ge completion
rates, it will be 40 years. There is more to this study, but

economy at a time when two out of five high st-hoo1
students drop out or graduate aS tunctional illiterates.

of in-ogress, Black and white hi,gh school graduation

the conclusion is inevitabk.: Our society is far from
reaching parity and in several crucial indicators, will
nes er reach it unkss there is strong, positive action iw

gt wernment, the pri Va te sector, and the voluntary sector.

inconceivable to run a postindustrial, inft Irma t it in-based

Strong national polic:es are needed that put

resources into schools that the Young attend. indutilng

community collegeswhich are the first line ot
postsecondary education for the majority ot tlw na t it

s

Youth.

A Demographic and Lconomic Imperative for Change

The Urban League Education Initiative

Despite these grim statistics, time is ripe tor a national ettort to close the class and racial gaps that distort
our national life. This belief is not FrounAled in mindless
optimism, but in hard demographic and economic facts.
*the fact is that a full third of the new entrants into the
work force in the 1990s will be minorities. No econonw
in the world can compete if it fails to educate, train, and

hire a third of its potential workers. While minorities
suffer high unemployment, business is worrying about

workforce shortages. While minorities suffer from inferior educational attainment, business is worrying about
untrained workers and the cost of training them. While

minorities are locked into low-skill, low-wage jobs,

industry is creating high-skill, high-pay Os and worrying about how it is going to fill them.
The nation is facing a workforce cninch similar to
that it faced during World War II. As then, the country
is going to have to hire people it did not hire in the past.

During the war, they hired women, they hired older

people, and they even hired Blacks. The result was that
workers who Most thought could not produce won the

In 1985 the National Urban League began its I'd uca
t i m Initiative, a long-term program aimed at mobili/ing

resources nationwide to improve education for the

urban poor. The program has included mentoring and
guidance, parent education, early childhood devyhtp-

nwnt, academic support and tutoring, parental and
community involvement, parent-communitv-st htu,1

partnerships, and African American history and cultural
programs. Over 100,000 children and their parents has e
taken part in some 100 Education Initiative programs,
most at the K-12 level.
One lesson learned from this experience thus tar is

the need to broaden the initiative to include other
institutions that have important stakes in urban

America. Community colleges must be key institutitms
in educational improvement in the cities. I tali of all
African Americans who attend college are enrolled in
'ctimmunity colleges. In most dties with large Afrkari

American populations, they are the majority of
community college students.

Puhlkhed tn. the I cape for Innovation in the Communit College and thy Communit} College I cadetship Program.
University of lews at Austin with support from the W.K. Kellogg foundation .

The Challenge to Community Colleges

tutions to assist youngsters to succeed in community
collers and transfer successfully to senior institutions.
upport Higher Student Aspirations. It is troubling
that half of all African American community college

Many of these students come to community colleges
without all of the skills they need to become successffil.
Many need remedial help. Many are poor, some homeless. The simple fact that they have gained entrance to
the community college is a sign that they thirst for the
knowledge and skills they need to Make it in sodety.

lowever, there is another side to this story.

students never transfer to a four-year college. Too many
students and too many conununity college leaders see
these institutions as geared to providing minimal training in vocational skills, rather than as part of a system
that moves poor young people from secondary school

If

community colleges fail to educate these young people,
community colleges themselves will not make it in the
competition for public support. In an era where institutions that fail to perform are dosed downwhether they
are failing savings and loans, noncompAitive industries,
or educational institutions perceived as using taxpayer

through the university. Community colleges need to

provide strong programs to attract young people, effectiveprograms and services to retain them and assist their
academic progress, and innovativeprograms to support
and encourage their ambitions for the bachelor's degree.
Community colleges need to be strong advocates

dollars without producing resultsthe real issue is

and providers of developmental programs that are

mutual survival: for milionty youngsters to make it in a
hostik society, and for community colleges, to which
they turn for help, to succeed in meeting their needs.
Urban commtmity college leaders must realize that
their primary mission is to take minority youth who t.re
poorly prepared and to provide the education and skilly
they need to succeed.

absolutely essential to give disadvantaged youngsters a
chance to make up for the failures of public education. It
is up to community colleges not only to provide the help
needed, but also to educate the public about the need for
adequate support for effective programs.
Assist Secondary Schools. Finally, community
colleges need to assume the responsibility as key linking
institutions in the entire educational systemproviding
linkages not only to four-year colleges and universities,
but also to secondary schools. Community colleges

:

Recommendations to Community Colleges

Community colleges need to become centers of

should collaborate with local schools to inform high
school and middle school students about the courses
they need to gain entrance to their institutions and for

excdlence in serving their local communities. There are
key strategies that tlwv might pursue to become more
effective in serving their urban communities.
Marshal Citizen and Business Support. First,

subsequent success. They have a role to play in providing inservice training for teachers to help them develop
the skills they need to teach an ethnically diverse student

community colleges have an historic opportunity to
marshal support for the importance of their mission and

population. They must develop strong support pro-

role in the system of higher education. Community
colleges have traditionally been the neglected step-

grams to keep students in school and insure they graduate and continue into college and isrofessional schools.
Community colleges need to be at the center of a set
of relationships with other institutions that can make all
of them do a far better fob of helping disadvantaged kids
move on to success in life. This web of alliances also

children of that system. Money and attention have been
lavished on senior colleges and universities, despite the
fact that community colleges have the much more difficult task of serving a more diverse and poorer clientele
who require more, not fewer, resources. As senior colleges complai n about the need to provide remedial work
for underprepared students, community colleges must
get on with the task and stress the importance of preparing these young people to contribute to the economy.
At a time when business is worried about the short-

includes government, business, communitv-based

organizations, secondary schools, and senior colleges
and universities. All need to work together in a seamless

fabric focused on the needs of those most in need of

education and its benefits.

age of trained technical people, community colleges

On behalf of the Urban League, let me stress that we
want to be part of a partnership with you as community
college leaders. We want to work closely vs iili you to do
what we can to make your colleges more effective. In

must present themselves as an indispensable part of the
solution to America's workforce problems. Most new
lobs require postsecondary training; many are in technical fields where community colleges can do all of the
required training. Community colleges can make a
strong case for vastly increased public and private sector

turn, I ask that you become more aggressive in your

advocacy for the disadvantaged, that you take your fight
for more resources to the public and the business com-

resourcesas long as they have a strong record of

munity, and that you earn those resources by proving
that you are fulfilling your mission to those you serve.
By definition, the urban community college is an
institution that provides upward mobility to a constitu-

successfully preparing disadvantaged young people for
college and the work force.

loin Forces with Community Organizations.

Community colleges need to work closely with community-based organizations, such as the Urban League, to
meet the needs of their communities and to maximize the
impact of their resources. Some Urban League affiliates
have joined with community colleges to provide better
services for urban youth. In Battle Creek, the Urban

ency that is poor, neglected, and underserved. That is the
Urban League's constituencv too.
John E. Jacob is the president and chkf executive off ker of

League is collaborating with Kellogg Community

College to motivate high school juniors and seniors to go
to college. In Sacramento, it is working with local insti-

ti
Dos Doucette tst,s,,,

the National Urban League. This article is abstracted from a
keynote address by the same title delivered at the League's
annual conference, October 29, in St. Louis, Missouri.
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LEARNING LEADERSHIP

Margaret Lee
Many of the skills of leadership can be learned
by specific training and professional experience.

Winning teams are composed of groups of
people with diverse abilities who have been

Some present and future community college

inspired by a single vision to reach a common goal.

leaders have been fortunate to have participated

Winning teams have learned to work, and even

in programs specifically designed to develop
leaders. Some have been lucky enough to have
been mentored by outstanding leaders and to

think, together. As coach, Ditka is responsible for

have been exposed to the multiple experiences,
both trying and rewarding, that forge leaders.
However, the lessons of leadership abound in
unexpected places and derive from unexpected
sources. It is the first challenge of those who would
be leaders to learn leadership skills not only from

the experts and practitioners in the field, but also
from those who have excelled in some other field of

human endeavor. There is as much to learn about
leadership from Mike Ditka and T. S. Eliot as from
Tom Peters.

Lessons from Athletes

creating the team climate and chemistry which
ultimately determine team performance.
While Ditka and his famous temper and intimidating, often authoritarian, methods are unlikely
models for many community college presidents, he
and other outstanding athletes and coaches have

much to teach about leadership that directly
applies to the collegial setting. The leadership of a
coach is enabling. It creates the environment in
which individuals perform up to their abilities, and
it models the values expected of all team members.

Lessons from Poets

It is probably hard to imagine anyone further
removed from Mike Ditka than T.S. Eliot, vet both

John Gardner has written persuasively that
effective leadership is generally exercised within
the context of a number of individuals acting in a
team relationship. It is no coincidence, then, that

model an important leadership lesson. As Ditka
played and coached, so Eliot wrote poetry and
wrote about poetry. Both practiced what they
preached and knew what they were talking about.

management literature is full of sports-related
allusions, analogies, metaphorf:, and exemplary

Eliot also offers three key insights into the nature of

personalities. Mike Ditka is one such personality.

Dtka embodies the lesson of leading bv

effective leadership, and all three are based upon
the premise that a leader has to be like a poet.
Individual Voice. One of the most important

example. Ditka played the game of football so
well himself that he was inducted into the Hall

things every great poet does is to create a vision and

of Famenot for his coaching, but for his playing.

represent his or her uniqueness faithf illy. Yet Eliot

He wore the pads and cleats and suffered the

Grabowski-work ethic inspires and motivates

believed that before accomplishing this, a poet
must grow wise enough to understand his or her
relationship to what came befcre. Only when a
poet absorbs the tradition of which he is a part
can he achieve a unique place in a literature and
culture. Effective educational leaders, too,

players and fans alike.

articulate their visions and contribute their

bruises and the pain of the sport. His credibility is
unassailable. He gave the proverbial 150 percent as
a player; he can ask for it as a coach and know what
it means both to -7,et and to give it. His self-styled,

a voice that is distinctly individual. A poet must

h!, the I vague 1or Innowtron in the Comnittnit, College and the c'emmunitt, College I eadep,hip Program.
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abilities within the context of the history and
culture of their organizations.
Catalyst. Eliot also teaches that poets and
leaders are catalysts. The poet does not create new
words, but rather brings them together creatively
to make new meaning. The poet provides the shred
of platinum to a chamber filled with oxygen and
sulphur dioxide, Absent the shred of platinum,

committed participation and pertormiince, leaders
have to care about their followers. When they are
successful, leaders of organizations build teams,
partnerships, and even community.

Nowhere is there greater opportunity to
sustain a real community of learners than
in higher education. Collaborative learning
flourishes in an environment where discussion,

nothing happens; when it is present, a new

disagreement, and creative conflict lead to a

c4nnpound is formed. Leaders bring together the

consensus formed by the light of many minds.

talents of individuals that together create new

The knowledge of each individual grows richer in
the knowledge of the group. To foster the growth
of this kind of community is the ultimate challenge
to an educational leader. Unfortunately, there is
not a single book to read, nor course to take, nor
degree to complete, that either prepares or enables
an individual to meet this challenge.

programs, services, ideas, and energy from
existing resources.
Language. The last lesson from Eliot, and

perhaps the most importart, is the value of
language to leaders. Through language, leaders
-rticulate ideas and visions, motivate, and bring
people together. Anyone who has ever been part

of negotiating contract language knows how
important it is to find precisely the right words to

bring people together who see and say things
differentiv. It is also first with words, and then
with actions in harmony with them, that leaders

perform one of the most essential tasks of

Leaders have to learn their way into their jobs.
If Ditka, Eliot, and Peters have in common a single
12sson, it is that leaders must continue to he
learners as well as teachers. lt is a learning that no
one can do alone, nor in an environment other than

leadership: articulating the hopes a n d expectations

the one in which one finds oneself at any given
moment, nor with resources and gifts other than

of the institutions and people they would lead.

tho;

Ad'ich make an individual who one is.

;s have to have the confidence and
courar' .o lead by emple. Leaders have to have

Lessons from the Experts

the wisdom that lets them understand themselves

Unlike Ditka and Eliot, Toni Peters is an

in the context ot both the past and the future ot their

acknowledged expert on management and leadership development. There are probably very few
students of leadership who have not read one of his
works on organizational excellence. Peters' books
themselves exemplify that leadership lessons are

organizations. Leaders have to have the grace to

learned throughout our varied experiences and

Communities describes as "the heartbeat of the
educational enterprise."

readings; they are filled with numerous anecdotes
on effective techniques from practitioners in all
types of organizations.

praise, applaud, and thank those who work in
partnership with them on the agenda of getting
people thinking about. Wking about, and working

on teaching and learningwhich Building

While his most recent work has probably
received somewhat less attention, Thriving on

Margaret Lee is ith e president for eurricrilunt
in;truction,Oakton Community College in Des Plaines,
Illinois. She is a graduate of the 1988 rxecutive

Chaos contains important lessons on leadership

Leadership Institute conducted by the League for

that are fundamental to those who aspire to lead in

Innovation in the Community College in cooperation

the twenty-first century. The principal lesson is
that leadership results from partnerships with
other members of the organization. Such partner-

with The University of Texas at Austin and the'

ships require leaders to be in touch with those they

Institute are currently available from the League office.

University of California, Berkeley.

Applkations for Hu' 1990 Executive Leadership

would lead and to celebrate and recognize them
and their performance. To achieve greater levels of

Don rkitit.
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NO CHOICE BUT TO BE INVOLVED

Michael E. Crawford
? risks being considered a bore by asserting the
obvious: the challenges facing the nation, its cities, and
its educational institutions are unprecedented. These
have been chronicled by distinguished commentators in
this and other publications. Less often asserted is the

equally compelling evidence argues that the benefits of
these reforms have bypassed large numbers of urban
schools and students. The infrastructure of many cities'
public schools are crumbling. I ugh school dropout rates

fundamental responsibility that community college

from unemployment and gang violenct, to teenage

leaders have to be involved in meeting these challenges.
These are times that call for bold action from national
leaders. Among these national leaders are community
college chief executive officers whose institutions must

pregnancy and drug abuse ravage those youngsters that
schtxils fail to reach effectively.
Community collegesare key linking institutions that

play an instrumental role in solving problems that are
rooted in the communities they serve but which have
effects that are not only national but global.

They have no choice but to be involved in programs that
assist high school students stay enrolled, graduate, and
enter postsecondary education. They have no choice hut
to work with local school districts to provide seamless
vocational programs that give urban youth a real chance
to contribute to the economic life of the community.
Potential turf wars and bruised egos notwithstand-

t

Community Responsibility

Community college CEOs have long understood
that they have a special responsibility to be involved
in community affairs, and most devote considerable
time to performing this community relations mission.

run as high as EA) percent, and a host of social ills ranging

can materially assist public schools to do a better job.

events or funding drives sufficiently fulfill their

ing, community college leaders have no choice hut to
take a leadership role in identifying the educational
needs of the community. They have no choice hut to
work aggressively in partnerships with not only K-12
districts but also four-year institutions; communitybased programs; and business, industry, and labor to
insure that the educational and training needs of the
community and its citizens are effectively met.

responsibilities to their communities.
Community colleges, embedded in the fabric of their

Leadership in Economic Development

However, the time has passed when maintaining cordial

and supportive relationships with local business and
political leaders, participating in local service organiza-

tions, and occasionally chairing community charity

communities, must be actively involved in solving
community problems, no matter how difficult, messy,
or controversial they might be. Solutions to many of

the most difficult problems facing urban America
declining economic bases, joblessness, crime, drug
abuse, poverty, and homelessnesshave educational
components that fall within the missions of a comprehensive urban community college.
As a national network of key community leaders,
community college CEOs simply have no choice but to
be involved in the solution of these difficult problems.

Community college leaders have no choice but to
work with other community leaders to assist economic
development. Their colleges are important assets,

providing indispensable training and retraining for
employees of local business and industry, much of it
customized to meet specialized needs.

However, the emerging global economy has
elevated even further the importance of community
colleges in solving fundamental workforce problems
that threaten both the nation's security and standard of
living. The country simply cannot compete ef fectively as

Leadership in Educational Development
The failures of the elementary and secondary school

systems have been well-documented. While there is
evidence that school reform has begun to make some
headway in the face of decreasing student performance,

long as its work force is underpiepared to compete not
only with the Japanese and the West Germans but also
the South Koreans and Taiwanese. Community colleges
nationwide must tackle head on the task of narrowing

the gap between the skill levels possessed by new
entrants to the work force and the increasing skill levels
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required to contribute to the economy.
Community college leaders have no choice but to
develop effective programs to eradicate adult illiteracy.
They have no choice but to remediate basic skills deficiencies that keep students from succeeding in college
programs. They have no choice but to insure that their
programs produce students with world-class skills in

their areas of expertise who are also technologically
literate, adaptable to change, and able to relate to an

Michael E. Crawford is the chancellor of St. Louis
Community College in St. Louis, Missouri. The ideas
expressed in this article are abstracted from a keyttote address
delivered at the annual fall conference of the League for
Innovation in the Community Colhwe recently hosted Oy St.
Louis Community College.
Volume 2, number 21
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increasingly internationalized business environment.
Also, as community colleges increasingly model

implementation of advanced technologies for both
instruction and college operations, they have emerged as
capable partners with business and industry for technological development. They have no choice but to lead the
application of technology to solve pressing community
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needsfrom telecommunications to hazardous waste
disposal and other environmental concerns. They have
no choice hut to develop incubators that support small
businesses, which account for over half of all new job
creation and represent the innovative American genius
that is the key to the nation's ability to compete globally.
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nots gain some share of the economic pie, not only by
educating the disadvantaged to give them a chance to
compete successfully, hut by providing direct economic
opportunity by hiring in their own institutions. They
need to assure that their faculties and staffs represent the
demographics of the communities and student populations they serve; they need to trlin and hire the handicapped, senior citizens, and the disadvantaged.
Community college leaders need to be torces for
social cohesion, bringing together not only difterent
races and cultures but also people of different genera-
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tions and economic circumstances in forums that
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to serve as forces for social justice and community
cohesion. They have the responsibility to assist the have-

emphasize the common interests of all groups. They
cannot afford to be involved in the politic!: of divisiveness, but must he bold forces for accommodation and
compromise in the best interests of their communities.
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Of course, there are enormous risks associated with

practicing this brand of community involvement.
Conventional wisdom counsels low-profile leadership
that avoids controversy and conflict. It is possible to fail
if such involvement is approached recklessly.
But community college leaders cannot afford not to
exercise their collective power. They have a -window of
opportunity to be powerful forces to help the transition
of the nation into the new realities of the twenty-first
century. They have no choice but to be involved in the
fundamental issues facing their communities and the
nationthe fates of both hang in the balance.
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